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ABSTRACT

wind power has gained substantial interest worldwide as a form of altemative and

sustainable energy. The optimization of wind energy systems is critical in order to

establish wind as a viable and economic resource. An immense potential of untapped

wind resources exist in cold climates and is hindered by the uncertainty of the

characteristics ofthe sunounding climatotogical conditions. one issue facing the

optimization of wind power generation in cold climates is ice accumulation on turbine

blades. This issue creates concern for effìcient energy production, operational safety and

when wind represents a significant energy mix ratio for a utility, a concem for grid

integration. This research explores mitigation strategies to prevent or delay ice

accumulation on wind turbines blades in an effort to enhance the understanding of the

icing characteristics and to optimize wind turbine systems in cold climate conditions.

Mitigation strategies involve surface, thermal and, the newry develo ped, thermface

techniques in both antiicing and de-icing regimes for both graze and rime icing

conditions. Experiments are conducted on stationary blade configurations in the state_of_

the-art university of Manitoba Icing Tunnel Facility. The results of the mitigation

techniques depict icing profiles and aerodynamic changes arong the brade leading edge

over a set period for the simulated icing event and quantify the ice adhesion pressure

force, volumetric accumulation amount, metric profile shape extension and the ice

accumulation rate. Indication of improved ability to control icing characteristics is

presented through the comparison of mitigation strategies to the experimental datum.

Results are compiled and summarized in the exclusive Mitigation Forecasting Tool and

Profile shape catalogue, and are a unique contribution to the scientific community,

through the dive¡se collection of experimental results and novel mitigation solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

lvind, as an energy resoufce, contains the potential to become an important contributor to

utility and non-utility power generation in many regions in canada and in cold climates

throughout the wolld. However, due to climatological factors, many canadian wind

turbine sites are affected by icing problems that impact power generation. wind power

capacity in canada is expected to increase fiom 0.4 GW in 2004 to g.5 GW in 2020,

which is equivalent to about 6vo of the country's total -eenerating capacity and 3.6va or

total electricity ploduction, as indicated in the most recent long{erm supply and demand

outlook r€leased by Natulal Resources canada [canwE A 20ol). Almost half of the

increase in 
'enewable 

energy capacity expected over the outlook peLiod wilr be driven by

the expansion of wind generation INRC 2006]. worldwide, the conservative IEA

projection ofthe potential for the global ma¡ket indicates that wind energy could be

supplying sEa or the world's electricity by 2030 and,6.6va by 2050, which translates to an

annual installed capacity of 24.8 GW and 34.3 Mw, respectively TGWEC 20061. other

models project less conservative figures and are listed in Table 1_1.



Table 1-1: Global wind energy outlook for years 2030 and 2050 tcWEC 20061
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Even with the conservative model, the significance of the potential growth of the wind

energy market is evident. However, due to the inherent cold climate issues, the potential

to hamess an abundant source of wind for power generation in such conditions is

disadvantaged, as is the optimization of the expected capacity increase.

Icing is an issue of interest to many groups-from private energy companies, to public

utilities and landowners. This thesis discusses the experiments performed in the

University of Manitoba's Icing Tunnel Facility, (UMITF), for the investigation of icing

mitigation strategies for wind turbines in cold climates. Experiments are performed on

aerofoils representative of blades curently used in the wind turbine industry, under

simulated climatological conditions for severe icing events found in cold climates where

wind turbines are commonly employed.

This aspect is important for the Province of Manitoba since it has targeted 1,000 MW of

wind penetration by 2016 [Rondeau 2006]. The addition of200 MW of conventional

(hydroelectric) power to this wind tatget translates to a wind penetration of l5.3lo

installed capacity lwoods 2007]. This would be the highest wind penetration in North
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America with most of the wind farms located in ice prone regions. The importance of

understanding icing issues and the resulting loss of wind power is of great concern to

Manitoba Hydro and the Province of Manitoba, as an icing event would translate to grid

operational issues and affect power delivery to its local and export power markets. Of

particular interest, at present, is the 99.9 MW wind farm in St. Iron, Manitoba, which has

been developed in a region very well-known for icing events.

1.1 Project Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to fufiher the understanding of icing effects and mitigation

strategies on wind turbine blades in cold climates, with emphasis on Canadian regions,

and of particular interest, the region of South-Western Manitoba.

The main focus of the research is dedicated to characterizing the ice that forms on wind

turbine blades, representative of those used in the wind industry and to investigate icing

mitigation strategies.

This research involved characterization of icing properties on a normal blade,

implementation of mitigation strategies with deveiopment of a new mitigation strategy

and further characterization of icing properties for mitigated blades.

1.2 PreviousExperience

There is limited experience directly related to wind energy in cold climates in Canada,

since this is an emerging area within the wind industry. The two turbines on Haeckle Hill

in the Yukon Teffitory are the fìrst turbines in Canada to have been exposed to cold



climate operation that employed mitigation strategies representative of the research in this

thesis [Maissan and lftaj 2007b]. Previous experience is this field is driven from research

in Europe by members of the Intemational Energy Agency's Annex XIX on Wind Energy

in Cold Climates [IEA 2007] and the Finnish Meteorological Institute which has hosted

several BOREAS conferences on icing issues for Wind Energy Production in Cold

Climates [BOREAS 2000-2005]; as well as from the aerospace industry for icing

mitigation on aerofoil sections for aircraft. The knowledge of environmental factors is

gathered from the field of climatology and meteorology. These fields of knowledge are

fused to gain an understanding of the issues, and potential solutions in order to formulate

an information base for wind energy production, specifically icing mitigation for wind

turbine blades in cold climates.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This section provides a background of information related to wind energy production in

cold climates, the related concems and general status of the industry, as well as the

literature pertinent to the development of the experimental design. Included are topics on

cold climates, icing, wind turbine performance and safety, the current status of icing

mitigation on blades, and mitigation technology.

2.1.1 Summary of Results of Literature Review

The knowledge between the aerospace industry, the power utility industry and the

environment are collaborating to enhance the development of the emerging field of wind

energy in cold climates. There is a growing awareness for the need to understand the

different factors influencing icing conditions, the aerodynamics of blades for the

application of energy generation and the methods to mitigate the adverse conditions of

icing which these machines encounter in cold climates. Information is sourced from the

individual fields of knowledge rather than from the relative field since the area of wind

energy in cold climates is concunently developing. This thesis is a contribution to the

fusion of these areas in this emerging field. A summary table of the icing studies

presented in the following section is located at the end of this chapter.



2.2 Wind Energy in Cold Climates

There has been extensive development of wind energy in regions that experience cold

climates for several reasons. Firstly, the awareness for the need to move towards more

sustainable development has been mostly embraced by the countries that can afford this

economical transition to an environmentaliy conscientious approach. Most of these

countries are located in regions that are exposed to extremely cold conditions-

seasonally or regionally. These cold conditions produce air masses of increased density,

ideal for enhanced energy production; however, often associated with dangerous icing

conditions. As countries strive to meet the demands of their environmental agendas and

take responsibility for the environment as a global community, there is a need to

understand the consequences and mitigate the negative risks associated with cold climates

on wind energy production in order to effectively hamess this substantial resource in cold

climate regions.

The International Energy Agency contains Annex XD(, a collaboration called Wind

Energy in Cold Climates \Ã,ith the purpose of gathering and providing information about

wind turbine icing and low temperature operation [IEA 2007]. This annex references a

significant amount of wind turbines located in cold climates around the globe, as depicted

by the points in Figure 2-1, note that the Manitoba wind farm is not yet acknowledged on

this map. As Canada begins to tap into its significant natural wind resource, it becomes a

major contributor to the global wind-energy-in-cold-climates community.





a range of seasons. A cold climate should neither be defined by the cunent operational

limitations of wind turbine technology, because this definition will become dated as

technology development for this unique area advances. Rather, a new definition is

proposed. A cold climate specifìc to wind energy production should be defined by the

frequency and consìstency that fhe region is exposed to climatological conditions which

is primarily a function of typical environmental parameters for an icing event that

negatively influence a wind turbine structure and power output. These pafameters

include air temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, and wind speed, as well

as air density, altitude, dew-point temperature and solar radiation [Megateli 2006].

Liquid water content (LWC) is also an important parameter relating the amount of

moisture in the air mass.

Furthermore, a definition for the degree of icing may be useful to characterize the

severity of icing and the risks associated with icing in a region, in order to effectively

mitigate the risk. Table 2- 1 defines the icing degree in relation to the number or icing

days, d, per year lMorgan 1998].

Table 2-l: Quantification of icing degrees lMorgan 1998]

Heavy icing 25>d>5

5>d>1













Figve 2-7'.40 m wind turbine blade at St. Leon wind farm prior to assembly

Concerns about cold climate effects on wind energy production influence all components

of the wind turbine; from the nacelles, rotors, and blades, to the stability of the tower and

the safety of the sunounding region [Laakso 2005a]. The scope of this thesis remains

focused on mitigating the negative impact of the cold climates in terms of icing on the

blades of the wind turbine.

2.3 Atmospheric lcing

There are a variety of ice accumulations that can occur on a structure. The Finnish

Meteorological Institute identifies the following: rime aggregation (in-cloud icing), icing

precipitation, wet snow accumulation, and icing from sea water spray [Ahti 2005]. In the

Canadian central prairies, marine conditions are irrelevant and only the first three icing

conditions are of concern. Freezing rain and freezing drizzle are defined as liquid

precipitation which falls when air temperatures are OoC or iess. Other damaging icing

situations are caused by wet snow which freezes after contact or by persistent fog or

cloud lChaîné 1974]. The type of ice that forms in the atmosphere is dependent on

several factors, such as air temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, and wind

speed, as well as air density, and altitude; as well as the physical atmospheric processes

that create the initial cloud formation. Furthermore, the ice that forms on the substrate of

a wind turbine blade is also dependent on the temperature of the substrate surface. There

are two distinct types of icing with different characteristics, namely glaze and rime. This

experiment solely focuses on the two distinct ice types, as an attempt to best characterize

the properties and effects of either of these regimes, since most wind turbines are exposed

to icing events that fall into either category. Often, there will be a 'mixed" icing regime
14







possible indication of future weather pattems, indicates that more cloud and temperatures

conducive to freezing precipitation events are to be anticipated lHanesiak 2006].

2.5 Icing as a Complex 3.Phase System

An icing process is a complex 3-phase system involving solid, liquid and gas phases. The

thermal processes leading to icing of structures include multiphase flow with droplets in

the freestream, as well as solidification and melting along the moving ice boundary where

impinging droplets adhere. This process involves droplet kinetic energy, convective heat

transfer, and solid-liquid phase change lNaterer 2003].

As incoming droplets contact the solid surface of the aerofoil, there is a mass

conservation balance that must relate the rate of solid (ice) accumulation to the rate of

wind transport of droplets onto the surface. The complexity of the extension of this

intricate dynamic system of ice accumulation is established through the explanation of

the flow field thermodynamic and fluid dynamic principles to determine the ice shapes

and rates ofice accumulations with respect to aircraft aerofoil applications [Thomas

19961. Thomas clarifies that the important phenomena of this process include (1) viscous

or kinetic heating, (2) kinetic heating by water droplets, (3) evaporation or sublimation,

(4) convection, (5) warming of the droplets from the aerofoil, and (6) heat of fusion. As

ice accumulates and changes shape with time, the position and shape of the control

volume must also change. The change in aerofoil shape because of accreted ice can alter

the boundary layer, thus further increasing the necessity of a flexible control volume.

Due to the different freezing characteristics of rime ice and glaze ice, Thomas introduces

a freezing factor, /, applicable to all icing phenomena. Furthermore, Thomas provides an

in-depth conservation of energy equation for ice accumulating on the surface in a
17



transient process, accounting for the heat rate caused by the liquid water entering the CV

(control volume), the sensible heat released by the supercooled liquid water droplets, the

kinetic energy of the water droplets, and the viscous flow forces. This energy entering

the system is balanced with the energy exiting the system, which includes the heat loss

due to evaporation, the heat flowing out of the control volume with the exiting liquid

water, the heat rate due to freezing, the convective heat transfer and the conductive heat

transfer rate into the skin of the aerofoil.

2.6 The Aerodynamics of the Wind Turbine

The blades of the wind turbine are the most important component of the wind turbine,

since it is the blades that capture the energy of the wind and harness the resource. The

rotor is composed of the blades that are connected at the hub. It is through the rotor that

the energy ofthe wind is transformed into mechanical energy that turns the main shaft of

the wind turbine.

2,6.1 Basic Ïheory

Aerodynamics is the science and study of the physical laws of the behaviour of objects in

an air flow and the forces that are produced by airflows. The front and rear sides of a

wind turbine rotor blade have a shape similar to that of a long and narrow triangle with

tapered thickness bounded by the curved leading edge at the front and tapering down to

the trailing edge at the back; further bounded by the blade tip and the blade root at either

edge. The blade root is bolted to the hub. The radius of the blade is the distance from the

rotor shaft to the outer edge of the blade tip [Stiesdal 1999]. Figure 2-10 depicts the

geometry of a typical wind turbine blade.
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Figure 2-10: Components of a wìnd turbine blade

2.6.2 AerodynamicProfile

The shape of the aerodynamic profile is determinative of blade performance. Minor

alternations in the shape of the profile can significantly change the power performance of

the blade. Blade profiles are traditionally chosen from a widely used catalogue of

aerofoil profiles developed in wind tunnel research by NACA (The United States

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics) as early as the 1930's.

Modern wind turbines use the NACA 63 profile series, as shown in Figure 2-11. These

profiles have improved power curves compared to the original profile series used for

wind turbines, for iow and medium wind speed ranges. However, this profile is more

sensitive to surface imperfections in certain climates where dirt, grime and insect deposits

accumulate and reduce performance, [Stiesdal 1999].

NACA 63 series

Figure 2-11: NACA 63-series generic profile

19



This research project uses a NACA 63421 profile blade, consistent with modem turbine

blade applications.

2,6.3 Aerodynamic X'orces on a \{ind Turbine Blade

The flow ofa fluid over a surface is governed by Bernoulli's Equation [Prandtl 1934] for

a steady, homogenous and incompressible fluid as

(Eq 2.1)

Simplification to flow along a definite streamlíne, such that height, å, is constant and g is

the constant for gravity, simplifies the Bernoulli equation, and relates velocity of the fluid

velocity, w, to the pressure, p, and the fluid density, p, as

t*L* plt = const.2p

w'D
-+L=consl.2p (8A2.2)

In this form ofthe Bernoulli equation, the balance ofthe equation implies that as velocity

increases the pressure decreases and vice versa.

The flow regime of a fluid over a surface is typically characterized iaminar, transitionai

or turbulent according to its Reynold's number. Reynold's number, Re, is regæded as the

parameter that controls the transition from one regime to another [Davidson 2004], as is

defined as:

*" =i (Ec 2.3)

\ herc.r is the chalactelistic length, in the case of the wind turbine, it is the chord length

of the blade; ø is the mean wind speed, and v the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, in this

case the fluid is air'. The Reynold's number rcpresents the ratio of inertial to viscous

forces in a fluid. The laminar legime is typically associated with low Re, while the

20



turbulent legime is associated with high Re and the ttansitional rcgime occurs in a given

region between these legimes. The approximation of an aerofoil as a flat plate indicates

that the transitional regime would occur at approximately Re = 500,000 [Fox 2004]'

2.6.3.1 Lifr

Lift is a force created by a plessure distribution acting over the area of a surface subjected

to a flow. Lift acts on the body in the dilection perpendicular to the f1ow. The aerofoil is

characteristically designed with a rounded upper surface and a curvatute or "cambered"

under-surface so that the airflow beneath the blade is slowed, while above the blade the

airflow speed is increased. This increase in velocity over the uppel surface crcates a

related pressure drop, such that the plessule on the cambeled surface is gleater than

above, theleby generating lift as shown in Figure 2-12.

Figve 2-12: Streamlines around an aelodynamic profile

2,6,3,2 Drag

Drag at high Reynolds numbers is a force created by both a pressure distribution acting

over the area of a surface subjected to a flow and a fi'iction factor'. Drag acts on the body

in the same direction as the flow. The aerofoil is characteristically designed to minimize

B
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drag which opposes lift. The optimized blade position seeks an ideal lift-to-drag ratio,

such that lift is maximized and dlag is minimized and stall is prevented. The ideal

surface finish of the blades is one method to minimize drag.

2,6.3.3 Critical design of the aerodynamic profile

The aerodynamic profìle of a wind turbine blade is twisted aiong the blade axis to

accommodate for changes in the resulting wind angle. As wind speed increases the angle

of attack increases, and the aenrdynamic properties of the profile will change. Ther.e is a

clitical legion of optimized pelformance correlated to angle-of-attack. Beyond this

region lift decreases, drag incleases and the profile "stalls". A stall is a situation during

which air{low is no longer laminar ot flowing smoothly, over the plofile. Rather, the air

detaches flom the rear side of the blade and strong turbulence occurs. This separation of

air masses nolmally commences progressively flom the trailing edge, so the profile

gradually becomes semi-stalled and eventually fully-stalled as shown in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13: Flow sepalation with induced stall

22



Any change to the su¡'face of the aerodynamic profile may behave as a trip to the flow

and induce separation of the boundary layer creating turbulence and potential stall; thus,

any physical changes can be considered potential threats leading to aerodynamic losses.

2.7 Wind Turbine Blade Design

A successful blade design must satisfy several objectives: maximize annual enelgy yield

for the specified wind speed distribution; limit maximum power output; l€sist extrcme

fatigue loads; r'estrict tip deflections to avoid blade-tower collisions; avoid resonances;

and minimize weight and cost [BuÍon 200I, p.3771. Blade design consists of

aerodynamic design and structural design. Aerodynamic design focuses on the selection

of optimum geometry of the blade extelnal surface, referred to as the blade geornetry and

is defined by the aerofoil family and the chord, twist and thickness distributions. The

structulal design consists of blade materjal selection and spar design. The typical

construction of a blade consists of a load bearing member, the spar, the stiffening

structures composing the frame called shear webs, and that which encloses the stl'ucturc

and makes it whole-the skin, as shown in Figure 2-14.
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2.8 Wind Turbine Performance

The performance of a wind turbine is characterized by the variability of power, torque

and thrust with wind speed. The power is determined by the amount of energy captured

by the lotor. The rotor is composed of the turbine blades.

2,8,1 Effect of Icing on Wind Turbine Performance

Optimized aerodynamic performance is dependent on the blade lift to drag latio [Klaj

20031. It is an undisputed fact that ice accretion on lotol blades changes the surface and

geometric dimensions of the blades and affects the aerodynamic design properties

[Rissanen 2005, Durstewitz 2003, Antikainen 2003, Kimura 2000]. Changes to the

aerofoil profile shape due !o ice accumulation lead to the tlansient change in chord length

of the aerofoil and result in a significant extension to chord length, also known as leading

edge "thickness", aftel only a period of 10 minutes, for which the aelodynamic blades are

not designed. The changes in the blade aerodynamic profile shape dilectly affect the lift,

as well as cl'eate trigger points for non-laminar flow over the blade sulface [Rissanen

20051 resulting in less-efficient energy capture. \Vith a less-effective lift-to-drag ratio the

tulbine is not capable of efficient wind energy production [Kimura 2000], and in turn

may compromise financial interests.

Furthelmore, ice accumulation adds weight to the aerofoil and changes the mass

distribution along the blade [Rissanen 2005, Antikainen 2003] which can lead to

additional (symmetrical or as).'rnmet cal) loading and vibrations, which in turn

compromise the fatigue life of the blade matelial. The compromise of the structural

integúty of the machine not only hinders perfomance, but operational safety as well.
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These effects identify further uncerlainties and issues related to additional loading from

ice accretion and low temperatule operation, such as the structural safety and lifetime of

the blades, ol a sudden loss of ice that causes large asymmetric loading and vibr.ation

dynamics [Antikainen 2003]. A summary of these results is listed in Table 2-2, wíth

deglee ranking colrelated to the consequential effects of the result.

Table 2-2: Potential results of ice accrction on wind tulbine pefformance

2.8.1.1 Reduction in Ouþut Power

The power output, P, from a wind tulbine is given by the well-known expr.ession:

p =lc.o.q.u'2" (842.3)

where,p, is the density of aft at I.225 kg/m3 at standard conditions, Cp, is the power

coefficient, A, is the rotor swept area, and, U, is the wind speed lBurton 2001, p.6]. The

power coefficient desclibes the fi'action of the power in the wind that may be conver.ted

by the tulbine into mechanical work. It has a theoretical maximum value of 0.593,

1"' Degree 2"o Degree 3'' Degree 4'" Degree

Increased loads
(static/dynamic)

Yaw angle
declination

Ice throw / drop
Ice impact safety

concefns

Reduced
aerodynamic

efficiency
Turbulence Noise

Reduced power
production

Vibrations Blade material stress Structurc degradation
Structure Safety

Concerns

Untrue sensol signals Plant stoppage Restart problematic Financial losses

)1



known as the Betz Limit; however', lower peak values are achieved in pr.actice. The tip-

speed latio is defined as the latio of the rotol tip speed to the free wind speed. The power

coefficient of a lotol vades wíth the tip speed ratio, and is a maximum for a unique tip-

speed ratio.

The significance of the wind speed to influence output power is evident in the cubed wind

speed factor. A doubling of wind speed leads to an eight-fold increase in power.. Thus,

this represents the incentive to develop wind farms in areas of hígh wind speed.

Fulthermore, turbine towers are heightened to harness the wind speeds that increase with

height to make further use of this natural occunence. This poses another concern due to

the incrcased frequency of in-cloud icing that more commonly occurs at higher altitudes,

in which the turbine blade encounters a collision with super-cooled water dr.opiets

[Dufstewitz 2003, Kimura 2000] that fi'eeze upon impact with the structure immediately

forming an unfavotable thin ice layer.

When the aerodynamic design of the blade profile is compromised thlough icing, energy

capture is inhibited and reduced output power results [Battisti 2005, Peltola 2003]. Ice

induced leading edge loughness has been shown to negatively influence blade

aerodynamics, as already mentioned, and significant power degradation can be expected

from a thin ice layer on a wind turbine blade [Laakso 2005b], as is shown in Figure 2-17.
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Figure 2-i7: Power degladation due to icing of wind turbine blade [Laakso 2005b]

Additionally, icing of the turbine blades is regarded as an equivalent concern for power

reduction [Rissanen 2005, Antikainen 2003]. A reduction in power output means less

electricity production and thus, reduced financial efficiency. Further.more, if icing

conditions last fol a longer period of time, the economic viability of the project may not

be secured IDuLstewitz 2003].

2.8.1.2 Increase in Rotor Loads

Blades arc naturally subjected to loading through such events as wind gusts and mateúal

properties. In the case of extreme loading, wind gusts induce blade bending moments.

Over an extended pertod of time, fatigue loading becomes a concern. Fatigue loading is a

function of material properlies. As a result, fatigue damage can be dominated by the

small numbel of high lange strcss cycles associated with unusual wind conditions, rather

=Ê1
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than routine medium lange cycles. Fatigue damage also results fi.om strcss cycles with

high mean levels, characteristic of composite materials [Bur-ton 2001, p.399]. High wind

or yaw cycles are a major source of fatigue damage, although the contribution of cycles at

wind speeds below stall may also be significant due to the rapid variation of moment

with, and at, that wind speed as well as the increased amount of cycles. The relative

contributions of different wind speeds to life-time fatigue ate dependent on the shape of

the bending moment and wind speed charactelistics. Fatigue also results from gravity

loading and fluctuations in the in-plane aelodynamic loadings that dominate for lar.ge

wind turbines. In extreme operating conditions, tip deflections of up to 10 percent of

blade radius may occur and cteate a dsk of blade-to+ower collisions.

When ice accumulates on the blade, its weight cleates a load in itself which amplifies the

aheady existing load conditions. Since the blades are not designed for the non-unifor.m

ice loads, the increased loads pose a threat to the integdty of the blade structurc, as well

as to the resulting performance of the turbine. Damages to the blades that may

potentially end in complete failure of the blade also pose a costly risk to the machine and

owners. The risk from excessive loading that the failure of a blade poses on the

sunounding safety of the wind farm arca is also a concem.

2.8.1.3 Vibration

One of the most important objectives of blade design is the prevention of resonant

oscillations, which intensify tàtigue damage and can lead to rapid failure [Bur.ton 2001,

p.4071. Blade rcsonance is carefully mitigated in its design by maximizing the damping

and ensuring that the blade flap wise and edgewise natural fiequencies are well separated

fi'om the rotational fi'equency and its harmonics, such as the blade passing frequency, as
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well as those of any other viblation modes. Since the accumulation of ice on the blade

sufface is a transient plocess it is continuously changing and does not guarantee level

accumulation on all the blades of the wind turbine at the same point in time. This

inconsistency can lead to non-proportional loading among the blades which can

negatively impact the harmonics of the Iotating system, leading to structural damage of

the blades, and in severc cases to tower failure. This is another costly rjsk to the wind

turbine system.

2.8.1.4 Non-optimized Blade Aerodynamics

A wind turbine blade operates on basic aerndynamic plinciples for a body submersed in a

flow. The power generated by the wind turbine relies in the ability of the energy in the

wind to lift the blade. The essence of the aelodynamic profile, as designed, has already

been mentioned, and any changes to the as-designed for conditions will create non-

optimized peúormance characteristics for the blade. Any ice that accumulates on the

blades changes the profile shape of the blade, creates tliggel points for non-laminal flow,

and adds weight to the blade, which makes lift more difficult. With non-optimized blade

aerodynamics, wind tulbine performance is directly complomised.

2,8,1.5 Solidity

Solidity replesents one aspect of tulbine performance and is defined as the total blade

area divided by the swept area [Burton 2001, p.174-175]. As ice accumulates on the

blades, and extends the chold length, the blade area increases. Thus, it is inferled that the

sevedty of icing can potentially dictate the severity of an increase in solidity of the

machine. An increase in solidity would narrow the pedormance curve and make ¡he
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turbine very sensitive to tip speed ratio changes. If the solidity incrcases excessively, the

turbine has a relatively low maximum Ce and thus, a reduced powel performance.

2.8.1.6 Blade Icing and Safety

With the extensive development of wind rcsources in cold climates worldwide, there is a

growing awaleness for safety issues regarding icing on wind tur.bine blades and its

removal. Not only is icing seen to be countet productive for energy generation, but that

the removal of the ice to improve production lends itself to another conceln-ice throw

and the damage to the sunounding environment, which can include humans, objects as a

result of human interaction and the turbine structure itself. In recognition of this fact,

formulas have been developed to attempt a prcdiction ofice throw and the thleat that the

impending ice may pose on the surroundings, A basic formula for calculating the zone of

likely ice throw for rotating and stopped tulbines as follows [Laakso 2005a, p.271:

Rotating: d=(D+H)1.5

stand still: o -v(Dl2+ H)
15

(8A2.4)

(&2.5)

ln the case of the wind turbines located in Southern Manitoba, in a modelate wind speed

of 7 m/s, (25.2 kn'lh, 15.6 mph), where rhe wind turbine blades have a 40 m radius

located at a hub height of 80 m, this results in a maximum falling ice distance, d, for. a

rotating turbine of 240 m and for a tur.bine at stand still of 56 m.
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As a means of managing such lisk, ploper lisk assessment is suggested [Siefert 2003a,

Laakso 2005a, p.271 and advised to include the results of the risk assessment as palt of

specifications fol turbine and equipment manufacture, installation and operation.

2.8.2 Performance Improvements in Icing Conditions

Despite the many lisks associated with operating wind tur.bines in cold climates, there is a

potentiai ability to effectively and efficiently harness the abundant energy in cold wind.

The power of a turbine is govemed by various design palameters. In cold climates and

advelse icing conditions, the wind turbine must be able to maintain ideal per.formance

charactelistics by teducing the adhesion of ice to the surface of the blades, thereby

preventing ice accumulation or enabling the accumuiated mass to shed from the blade

sudace. Thlough mitigation efforts to prcvent or at least delay ice accumulation on the

blade, the wind turbine is able to perform comparatively to turbines in more favoutable

conditions.

2.8.2.1 Dropletshedding

The ability of a droplet to not adhele, but rather shed from a surface is critical to

mitigating ice accumulation and improving the resulting performance of the wind tur.bine.

The contact angle at which the liquid/vapor interface meets the solid sulface indicates the

wettability of a surface, which is controlled by three main factors-sulface energy,

surface roughness, and homogeneity. Surfaces with a high degree of roughness and low

surface energy show super-hydrophobicity [Mohammadi 2004]. For. such surfaces, water

droplets rcst on the surface without actually wetting to any significant extent. A

lrydrophobe rclers to the physical property of a molecule that is repelled tiom a mass of
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Furthermole, droplets ol ice may be shed when the force of bonding at the interface is

reduced and normal aelodynamic fotces act upon and rcmove the accreted mass. A

means to reduce the bond at the interface is thlough thermal mitigation methods in which

the generated heat is conducted to the ice-substlate intelface, where a thin film of water is

formed. This breaks the adhesive bond between the ice and the outer surface so that the

ice can be swept away by the aerodynamic forces [Thomas 1996].

2.8.2.2 Reduction in Adhesion Force

Reducing the force of ice adhesion from a surface is a key factor to improving the ability

to shed ice with ease. As investigated by the B.F. Gooddch Company [Loughbor.ough

19521, the force of adhesion of ice on a flat plate is approximated to be linear with

temperature, incrcasing 8.5 psi or 5,976 Pa fol each degree centiglade decrease in

temperature, such that assuming a blade sur{ace temperature of approximately -10"C,

conesponds to an ice adhesion force of 85 psi or 59,760 Pa. The significance of this

value indicates that a reduction in the adhesion force of the ice would gleatly improve ice

shedding and the resulting perfotmance of the turbine. Due to limited information

regarding testing of ice adhesion force on a culred surface, an impo ant objective of this

experiment was to develop a method to measure the adhesion force of ice on the curved

aerofoil surface at the experimental tempelature. In oldel to do this, a test apparatus and

method was developed that enabled the measurement of ice adhesion force on a curved

sufface to be conducted in the UMITF immediately after a simulated icing event.

Although this was not the plimary objective of this expelimental research, it is a

significant contdbution to the field of experimental icing measurcment.
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2.9 Overview of Current Blade Icing Mitigation Measures

Cunent techniques for ice shedding fiom aerofoil blades are commonly found in

iitetature related to aerospace and aircraft applications. These methods include anti-icing

and de-icing techniques ranging from freezing point depressants and sulface deformation,

to thermal melting [Fitt 2001]. Typical themal systems either use hot compressor gas,

hot exhaust gas, hot oil ol electlical energy. Since hot oil is not a clean, light-weight

option, and the use of excessive electúcal energy would defeat the purpose of generating

electlicity, these methods are not viable options for wind turbines.

Furthelmore, electro-thermal heatel's are commonly used as well. The heat generated by

these methods is conducted to the ice-substrate interface, whele a thin film of water is

formed. This breaks the adhesive bond between the ice and the outer sulface so that the

ice can be swept away by the aerodynamic forces. Additionally, cycling of the heater

power helps to control and reduce enelgy requilements [Thomas 1996]. Inflatable devices

have also been expelimented with in the past; however, their complexity and added

weight are not ideal for wind tulbine systems.

An investigation of the issues associated with overall operation of wind turbine

component in cold climates was conducted, and involved expelimental testing of one type

of thermal blade anti-icer and an analytical assessment of the thermal anti-icing method

[Lacroix, 2001]. This study confirmed that without protection, ice accumulates at the

leading edge and pressule side ofthe aerofoil, reducing power production, and concluded

that a complete wind turbine ice protection system should include mitigation techniques

and sensors for ice and tempel'aturc monitoring.
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2.10 Icing Mifigation Technology

This thesis exploles three icing mitigation strategies: surface, thermal and the

combination thereof, termed thennface mitigation. The designation, thernface, is an

original term created as palt of this thesis to represent the novel mitigation strategy

developed in this thesis.

2,10,1 Passive Mitigation

Passive methods use the inherent physical propelties of the blade surface to eliminate or'

prevent the presence ofíce. Passive techniques do not involve any visible or active

participation in the mitigation.

2.10.1.1 Surface Mitigation Methods

The appeal of a surface mitigation strategy is that it requiles the least amount of direct

energy, yet can effectively control icing since it takes advantage of the physical

properties of the blade surface. A sulface mitigation method has the ability to reduce the

adhesion force of ice on the sulface and initiate the prevention, or delay the onset, of ice

accretion. Numerous papers [Nushi 2003, Laforte 2002, USACE 2003, and Garti 1995]

have been rcviewed for non-stick coatings that exhibit the characteristics of wear

resistance, durability and low ice adhesíon, as well as availability and safe application-

factors that are important to wind turbine applications. The conelation between the

inlluence of a high contact angle for droplets on a suLface and theil enhanced ability to

shed from the surface has been studied and revealed to highly influence the ability of a

coating to be hydrophobic or ice-phobic [Mohammadi 2004]. This characteristic has

remained important in the selection of ideal coating candidates for testing. Over 15
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Tufram L4

Tufram H0

Since the icing environment is highly erosive, Teflon has been ruled out due to its lack of

wear resistance capability. Tufram coatings are plimarily used fol aluminum components

as a means to enhance the surface hardness, wear and corrosion resistance and permanent

lubricity. Despite theil benefits of adherence and impact resistance, non-stick ploperties,

hydrophobicity and extrcme weather rcsistance, these coatings wele not selected for this

experiment since the information presented these coatings as mole compatible with

metallic substlates than those used in the wind turbine blade industly lTufram 2002].

Wearlon is a water-home block-copolymer chemistly that grafts silicone to an epoxy

backbone. The ploperties of the coating can be adjusted by controlling the ratio of

silicone to epoxy. The siiicone is the non-stick, hydlophobic, lublicious and soft

component while the epoxy contributes to the hardness and the adhesion []Vearlon 2005a,

2005b1. Wearlon descdbes its hydrophobic coating as having high contact angles with

water of greater than 90 degrees, low suúace ene¡'gies of less than 40 dynes/cm, and

excellent spreading with organic solvents. The icephobic coating is a two-component

water based silicone epoxy with increased silícone that enhances the non-stick ice-phobic

propelties. It is designed for applications that l'equile more non-stick ability without

heavy abrasion, and thus is slightly sol-tel than its hydrophobic companion; however, it

contains additives that reduce the inherent slip of the polymer. Both the icephobic and

hydrophobic coatings are water-based systems. The correlation between a high contact

angle for droplets on a surface and their enhanced ability to shed from the surface is
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highly influenced by the ability of a coating to be hydrophobic or ice-phobic

IMohammadi 2004].

Therefole, only the following have been selected fol experimentation, for. their favourable

characteristics in icing conditions: Wearlon Super-lcephobic and Super-Hydrophobic.

The icephobic coating is designed to pelform best in icing conditions, whereas the

hydrophobic coating is designed fol repelling water droplets.

2.10.2 Active Mitigation

The active methods require physical action duling the mitigation process to eliminate or.

plevent the presence of ice. Active ice protection techniques can involve anti-icing and

de-icing methods. Anti-icing prevents or delays the fomation of ice while de-icing

attempts to rcmove the ice once an amount has accumulated.

2.10,2,1 Thermal Mitigation Methods

The thermal mitigation method involves the application of a heated membrane to the

surface of the blade. The heating of the memblane is actively controlled such that either.

anti-icing or de-icing regimes arc created. Due to the iimitation of traditional thermal

mitigation methods for aerofoils and the desire fol innovative solutions, new technology

fol thermal mitigation was investigated. The technology of Thermion@ heatels was

originally developed for the aerospace industry. Thermion flexible heating matelial is a

thin, conductive textile consisting of nickel coated carbon fibers formed into a non-woven

fabric. A magnified view of Thermion matedal is shown in Figure 2-20, depicting

millions of conductive fibres. It is manufactured using a specialized paper.making
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2.10.3 Combined Mitigation Methods

Cunently, there is little infomation about the combination of mitigation strategies and

the definition thereof. By definition in this lesearch, combined mitigation methods

ínvolve mitigation strategies that directly act upon the ice, such as the combination of

blade coatings and blade heating, and are refened to as "direct" mitigation, as opposed to

indirect methods which do not directly act upon the ice itself, for example, methods that

work to detect the need for icing mítigation, such as sensors. The only r.eference to a

similar means of mitigation as involved in this study includes the turbines in the Yukon

Temitoly on Haeckle Hill in which black ice-phobic coating and heated blades arc used

for mitigation [Maissan and Kraj 2007aj; however, the particular. design is dated and does

not incorporate the combination of hydrophobic coatings with the new heater design, as

in this study.

Furthelmore, there is a genelal regard that [Maissan and Klaj 2007 a] an indirect method

combined with a direct mitigation method suffices to be labeled as a combined mitigation

strategy; however, as an important clarìfication for the future development of combined

mitigation slrategies, this would not be a truly descriptive definition, since the use ofan

indilect method, such as a sensor for ice detection does not act to mitigate the ice itself.

Thus, caution is raised for such a definition and in the interpr.etation of combined

mitigation methods as described in lesearch that implements any indir.ect method, such as

ice detectors through sensors [Peltola 2003, Vattenfall 2001, Norling 2000] or camer?s

[Cattin 2005] with a direct method, such as blade heating (electro-thermal or. hot-air),

coatings o[ pneumatic control, since only a single direct method is used, and is not a true

dilect combined mitigation method, as is presented in this research.
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Additionally, it has been observed that a single mitigation sttategy alone, such as

coatings, is not sufficient enough to combat the effects of icing on a turbine blade

IKimura 2003] and from experimental experience that the electro-thermal blade heating

strategy provides serious advantages as a direct mitigation appr.oach [Botura 2003,

Maissan 20061, which emphasize the potential in combined mitigation methods and the

need to develop this strategy fulther.

2.11 Summary of Icing Research Studies

The icing rcsearch studies presented in the plevious section are summadzed in Table 2-3,

in the following pages.
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Table 2-3: Summary of icing research studies i990 to 2007

Ahri. 2005 -Ice load forecasts in Finland,
defines 4 ways of ice
accumulation on a structure

-for rime: ternperatures
below 0 Celsius; object in
fog or cloud
-for wet snow: +0.2-0.8
Celsius: heavy precipitation

l.rime aggregation (in cloud
icing)
2. icing p¡ecipitâtion
3. wet snow
4. water spray icing in sea

AMIL 2006 -Various icephobic coatings
evaluated for ice adhesion
reduction
-Centrifuge for testing

-conEolled cenf¡ituge cold
chamber
-adhesion force measured
by cenEifuge effects

-reduction fâctor provided
for various coatings

Anti-kainen
2003

-Modeling, veriircation and
classiflrcation of ice loads in
wind tubines
-meteorological
-turbine
-loads
-tools

taken from
measuements on wind
tubine at Pyhatunturi,
Finland and another at
Suorva, Sweden.
-uses TURBICE and
ADAMSIçVT for modeling

-dâta dynamic modeling for
various ice shapes, masses
and configurations
-results verified by
llteâsutements

Bartisri,2005 Evaluation of anti-icing energy
and power requûement for
wind lubine rotors in cold
clinates

-model for estiûrâtion of
anti-icing heåt fequirement
and power required to
operate thermal IPS

-yearly energy requùed to
heat blades
-anti-icing power demand
-by probability distdbutions
of site meteorology
par¿rmelers

Bose 1992 -tlonzontal-axrs wrno tuf Òlne
in Newfoundland
-3-D ice fonnation on blade
-Glaze ice

- 1 m blades
- 0 to 4 ûÌ/s winds
- OoC temperatures
-natual fre€zing
precipitation

- Characterization of blade
rotâtion effect on ice
accumulation
- obtain data during actual
icing event

Botura 2003 -Development of ice protection
system for wind turbine
applications
-Goodrich Corporation De-
icing and specialty systems

-pneumatic de-icing system
Jab test rig for 100-ft
blades-Goodrich icing wind
tunnel
-elect¡o the¡mal ice
protection system,
prelimina.ry work

-câpability of cooûich DSS
to t¡ansition aircraft ice
protection to wind tubines
-pneunatic system is
effective for ice conüol
-elecfIo thennal for fu-rther
investigation

catrin 2006 -Alpine test site Cutsch:
monitoring of a wind turbine
under icing conditions in
Switzerland

-blade heating by hot air
-ice defection involved as

improvement to mitigation
-safefy risk of icing

-rce tbrow ISA safety rssue
-not all ice cån be removed
from blades by lhe heating
process
-Ice detecfion by combined
methods

Châ1né 1974 ¡Wind and ice loading in
Cânada

-senes o¡ roPogf âPnlcar
maps oficing regions

-icing regions of Canada

Dursetwitz
2003

-On-site cold clinate
problems,
-Central Europe

-bands on experience from
operators and rese ch
results

-insight to amount of time
wbich effects tubine
operation
€xamples of on-site
problens of operâtors ard
eouinment
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I.'itt 2001 -De-icing by slot injection
-injection of hot fluid through
slot in plate to renove ice fiom
a plate in a cold cross flow

-aviation industry, ice on
aircraft wings
-aerofoil theory used
-flow and energy eqns

-nonlineã singulff integro-
differential eqn, coupled to
convectio n/diffusio n eqn
and Slefan condition
-numerical soln for several

uananqer
2003

-Design load aspecls due to ic€
loading on wind turbine blades
-structual dynamics and
turbine safety due to ice loads

-2-palameter ice model
-meâsuements taken at
Suorva wind turbine

-identilication of type of ice
conditions
-fatigue loading, prelim
results

IEA 2OO5 -Wind energy in cold climates
-collate infonnation on
available adapted wind turbine
tecbnology and to formr¡Iafe
recomlnended practices

-site assessnent
-follow up measuements
-estimation of production
losses
-rneâsu.red perfonnance of
anti- ând de-icino methôds

-current intemational stâtus
on cold climate
charâcteri zation for wind
turbines

Kturura 2003 -The effect of anti-icing paint
on the adhesion force of ice
acc¡etion on a wind tufbine
blade
-conunercially available water
repellents and coatings

-wind lunnel tests; load
tests conducted
-2D aerofoil
-supercooled liquid water
droplets
-sub-zero temperatuies

-prevention of icing on wind
turbine blades could not be
effected by a single coating
alone
-icing occuls even on coated
surfaces
-adhesion force reduced
when leDellent asent used

Kimura 2000 -Estimation of reduction of
power production due to icing
ftom the existing
meteorologicâl data
rnethod to estimate power
production in icing ffeas

-wind tunnel test on
aerofoil model
-ice initations
Measu-re effects of ice
deposits

-câlculation of duration of
wind speed, classihcation of
ice by a code of
meteorologicâl data
-power production

Kraj 2006a -
2006e

- stationary horizontal aerolbil
in icing tunnel
- simulated icing events
- glaze and rime ice
- heaters and coatings

- 0.5 m aerofoil NACA
63421
- 0 to 30 rn/s
- -20"C ro 0"C

- measu¡ed adhesion force
on curve surface
- developed thermface
mitigalion techníque
-cha.rac terized icing

Laakso 2005a -Expert group sfudy on wind
energy projects in cold
cllnåtes
-IEA menber counEies
contribute

-site considerations
-meastllement programs
-project design
-installation
-operation and maintenance
-decommissioning
-oublic safetv

-provide solns for the cold
climate specific challenges
and reduce cost of wind
energy by lowering social,
technological, economic
risks

Laakso 2003 -S tâte-of- the-a.rt of wind
energy in cold climates,
-IEA member countries
contribute

-intemational collaboration
on gathering and providing
information on wind
tübine icing and low
temperatue operation
-monitor technology and
estâhlish pridelines

-SOTA aÌctic wind energy
presented
-knowledge on climatic
conditions and resources,
technical solns, operationâl
experience

Laakso 2005b -Review on blade heating
tecbnology and future
prospects

-hot air heâting
-electrical sûface heating
element
-analyze range ofboth
beating methods

-market prospects
su¡marized
-theorelical cåpâbility of the
heating methods reviewed
based on theorelical
calculations
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-How a solid coating can
reduc¿ the adhesion of ice on a
structute

-7 solid icephobic coatings
-ice density
-hydrophobic character
-roughness surface
characteristics
-coating degradation afler
7-8 de-icing operations
-UV râdiation
-rnelallic sUlfaces

of 3?ø¿ âdhesion
force by most efficient
icephobic coatings
-weak deterioration of
süfâce coating slightly
reduces ice adhesion,
related to roughness of
coating and not
hydrophobicity

removal of ice ftom aircraft
-approxim.ation to stresses
produced on a de-icer su¡face

-calculate value
adhesion of ice to rubber
-defines the adhesion
problem
-adhesion to rubber surface

by silicones results from
breaking of the silicone film
-states that adhesion force is
linea.r with temperature

-Memoire CCVK 58 IEA
Annex XIX - Short version

-outline of the
project to organize
collected dala on WTs in
CCs

gives site cha.racteris t ics

Megateli 2006
metrological characterization
of icing events

listed
-icing factors include,
barometric pressure, wind
speed, air temperature,
relative humidity

-sunmafizes icing eYents
typical environmental
parameters
-instrumenlation efficâcy &
icing events

-Assessment of safety risks
arising from wind turbine icing guidelines

-risk assessment
methodology developed

-risk ofbeing struck by ice
thown fïom ÌVT is small at
dista¡c€s greater than 250m
in moderate icing climate

northem Sweden
-100km noÍh of the Arcric
Circle
-Bonus Mk IV, 600KW
oütpuf, 44 m dianeter
-foto.r speed of 27 or l8 rpm
-3 blades have JE-sysrem
heating of carbon fibre surface
on outer par! of blades
-heating regulated by conEol
system ftom ice detector and
thermisto¡s

-tackles uncertainties of
WT operalion in northem
climates
-public acceptance
-envfuonmenlal impact
-acoustics
-power pelfoûunce
-icing
-availability
-OM costs
-icing conditions of relative
humidity 957o, temperatue
below 0C, occur 2-4% of
the time

problems solved by tu-rning
blades 1.5 deg., and using
stall slrips
Jowest temperature to date
-37C
-energy demand for de-icing
less than 37o

Peltola 2003 -Prevention of icing
-curent status of adapted
technology reviewed
-blade heating system
developed in Finland
-heating systems in different
climatic conditions

-heating energy
consumpfion
-reliability
-effecls of blade heating
system
-long-tem power
performance
-theoretical calculations
and analyses

-icing deteriorates energy
output
-custom designed carbon
fibre blade heating elements
-JE-System consumed I -47o

of annual energy production
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Rissanen 2005 -Modeling and meastuements
of dytamic loads of an arctic
wind turbine
-3 commercial programs used
logerher for continuous and
simultaneous simulation
-measuremenls plovided ftom
Olos wind fa¡m

given
-ADAMS used for
modeling turbine d],namics
-PSCAD/EMTDC used to
nodel electdcal
components
-Matlab/Simulink used to
combine simulations

-icing effects on WT
perfomunce addressed
-simulation environmena
now suitable for grid fault
sims and icing studies
-control and condition
monitoring systems can be
simulated with these tools
-1Hz power measuenents
can be used for ice detection

Seifert 2003a -Risk analysis of ice
ffom wind turbines
-icing dudng operation,
estimates of accreted mâsses

and sizes

-Fajectory calculations for
various wind speeds
-eqns provided for ice
throw ftom rotating and
stand-still turbines
-risk âssessment guidelines
provided

-arca of risk ofan operating
turbine in larger than of a
stand-still tuIbine
-web came¡as useful for
visual observations
-ice lhrow ne€ds to be
accounted for in the

Seifert 2003b

clirnate
-various shapes of leading
edge icing

-reclnlcal lequlrements IoI
rotor blades operating in cold

-Íailing edge icing
-blade surface icing
-special strategies of
operation for different
contfol systems such as

pitcb, stall, active stall
controlled turbines

-reconmendation To
optimize operation of
supeffisory systems of
blade heating
-effecls of icing on rotor
blades in terms of natural
frequencies, blade fatigue,
rltimate loâds

icing techniques and modeling altemate icing mitigation
strategies for aifcraft;
including combined
methods
-eqns given

-glaz e and runback are
difficult problems to solve;
interactive boundaryJayer
method reco¡ nended

power in the mountains
-Suorva, Sweden

-discusses exFa equipment
for operation in CC
-blade heating system
-heated sensors
-ice detector
-heated gearbox

provides high generation
levels
-heåting system used to
counteract ic€ fomìation is
successful

-Ice and wind factors in wind
turbine output ín soulhem
Mânitoba

-climatic factors
-sensing, control,
mitigation in CCs
-icing maps

Manitoba
-200MW hyúo + 1000MW
wind power results in wind
penetration of 15.370

Yukon
Energy,
2004

-Viewing \Vhitehorse ft om
above: a guide to Haeckel Hill
-2 tu¡bines
-combined surface and heated
miligation strategies
-subject to rime and glaze
icing

l50K\¡r' Malk UI
-Vestas V47-660Kw
-normal operating range to
-JUL

-rime ice is single biggest
obstacle to wind power
generalion
-over 100 days of icing
-wif hout icing mitigation
would result in 2570 more
loss in energy p¡oduction
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3 INVESTIGATION OFICINGMITIGATION

STRATEGIES

3.1 Objective

The objective is to improve the undelstanding of icing effects and mitigation strategies on

wind turbine blades in Canadian cold climates which lequired:

. Preparation and development of new test appar"tus to adapt the cunent

expedmental apparatus fol wind tulbine blade applications

¡ Caliblation of the expedmental wind tunnel

. Characterization of icing ptoperties on a normal blade

¡ Implementation of mitigation stlategies

. Development of a new mitigation strategy

¡ Characterization of icing pl'operties fol mitigated blades

¡ Comparison of the resulting icing properties amongst the mitigation

strategies

3.2 MitigationStrategy

The basis of the mitigation strategy stems from the notion that the bond of the ice to the

substrate of the blade is a critical factor in the ability of a chosen technique to effectively

mitigate icing. Thelefore, the techniques wele selected with the intention to improve the

resistance to ice adhesion and accretion on the aerofoil surface.
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The initial phase of the mitigation study implements a passive technique as an effective

solution that employs the natulal characteristics of the surface. Subsequently, an active

mitigation strategy is investigated in the form of a thermal technique. Finally, the

combination of the surface and themal mitigation techniques results in the creation of a

new mitigation strategy, Íermed Thermface. This stlategy involves both passive and

active elements as a means to optimize the capabilities of the individual surface and

thermal strategies.

3.2.7 Stage 1: Surface Mitigation

The initial approach of the mitigation strategy was to investigate a strategy that required

the least amount of effort to employ, yet effectively mitigated icing. Thus, the surface

mitigation technique was investigated. The correlation between a high contact angle for

droplets on a suLface and their enhanced ability to shed from the surface is highly

influenced by the ability of a coating to be hydrophobic ol ice-phobic [Mohammadi

20041.

The following have been selected for expedmentation, for their favourable characteristics

ín icing conditions: Weallon Super-Icephobic and Super-Hydrophobic. The icephobic

coating is designed to perform best in icing conditions, whereas the hydrophobic coating

is catered towards repeliing water dloplets. The surface mitigation was implemented for.

the plain, hydlophobic and icephobic samples under both glaze and rime icing conditions.
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3,2,2 Stage 2: Thermal Mitigation

Subsequently, an active mitigation strategy was investigated, which empioyed a non-

traditional type of thermal heater. The thermal mechanism is a controllable, lightweight

system, compatible with modeln composite materials that have been adapted as an

electlo-thermal ice protection system wherc heat is generated at the point ofuse.

Thermion@ heaters are made from finely dispersed metal coated carbon fibre elements

that may be integrated into composite or polymer matedal structules and are ideally

suited fol leading edge blade ice protection applications due to their lightweight and

uniform heat disnibution capability, contnry to tladitional wire heaters [Thermion

2006c1. The heat generated by this method is conducted into the ice-substrate interface,

where a thin film of water is formed. This weakens the adhesive bond between the ice

and the outer surface so that the ice can be swept away by aerodynamic forces.

Furthermore, cycling of the heater powel helps to control and reduce energy requilements

[Thomas 1996], suggesting the use of various thermal regimes to fur.ther enhance the

effectiveness of the mitigation strategy. By conttolling the dulation and timing of heat

application both anti-icing and varjous de-icing rcgimes are explored in both glaze and

rime icing regimes. The heated area Watt density of the heater is 775 w/mz (0.5 lv/in2).

3.2.2.1 Anti-icingRegime

The anti-icing regime is a means of preventing ol delaying ice accrction from occurdng

on the surface of the specimen, such that the experiment was designed to implement heat

at the beginning of the icing test and continue for the entire duration of the icing test, a

period of 20 minutes.
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3.2,2,2 De-icing Regime

The de-icing regime is a means of mitigating the ice once the specimen has aheady been

exposed to the ice, such that the experiment was designed to implement heat at the

midpoint of the icing test, and continue for the remaining duration of the experiment.

The heat was initiated at the 10 minute point in the 20 minute experiment and continued

tbl the remaining 10 minutes of the experiment.

In summaly:

Anti-icins resime Heat dudns entire exDedment
De-icins lesime Heat dudng the second half of the exoeriment

Note that incleased heat flux intensity has the potential to melt the ice causing liquid

water droplets to run back along the aerofoil sutface, which can lead to ice formations or

remitting droplets at the trailing edge and further dynamic complexity of the system.

3.2,2.3 Cost of Thermal Mitigation

The selected and tested Thetmion heaters pat'ametets are shown in

Table 3-1. Figure 3-1 provides a visual refelence of the sample heater. The

requircments and dimensions of the sample heatels and aelofoils have been extended for

a full-scaled wind tulbine blade lepresentative of the blades at the St. Leon wind farm,

such that one turbine blade apploximately requires 10.4 kW of power for the heated

mitigation, and a single 3-bladed turbine requires 31.2 kW. For.a wind farm the size of

St. Leon, consisting of 63 tulbines, the total required power is appr.oximately 2 MW.

Thus, fol this 100 MW wind farm, this is only 27o of the wind farm capacity. Since icing

mitigation would only be requiled for a maximum of 6 months of the year., this is more

realistically reduced to only 17o of the wind farm capacity.
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3.2.3 Stage 3: Thermface Mitigation

The combination of mitigation strategies ís explored as means of a more controlled-

passive deicing technique, providing insight to the combined effectiveness of these

mitigation strategies. The cycling of power for the electro-thermal heatets allows

integration with other techniques to optimize mitigation efforts.

3.3 Mitigation Measurement and Analysis

The following section provides an indication of the icing characteristics that werc

investigated through this project fol the var.ious mitigation strâtegies. Comparison of the

various mitigation techniques indicates their. effectiveness amongst another in the given

conditions.

3.3.1 Profile Shape Changes

Aerofoil protile shape is clitical to the aerodynamic optimization ol a system in the

envilonment it is to operate. In the case of wind turbines in cold climates, aerodynamic

optimization of the system must account fol the environmental factor.s for. which it will be

exposed. The profile shape dictates the lift and drag that the blade encounters in the flow

of the system. The balance of the lift and drag that is imposed on the blade in a flow

dictates the resulting aerodynamic performance of the system. A blade aerofoil profile is

carefully selected for optimized performance in the system that it will be used. In the

case of this study, the NACA 63421, a typical blade profile used in the wind energy

industly, is the profile of choice. The sulface finish is cr.itical to maintaining laminar

flow over the aerofoil as long as possible before the onset offlow separation, as any tr.ip

on the surface can instigate turbulence and a lesulting loss in aerodynamic pedormance,
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which can potentially lead to complete failure. Thus, changes in profile shape due to

icing accumulation on the blade surface of a wind turbine are of critical significance to

monitor, plevent and control, in order to ensure optimized performance of the system.

The collected leading edge (LE) profiles provide an indication of ice shape, symmetry

and consistency.

3.3.2 Adhesion f,'orce

Adhesion force is of critical significance in developing an effective mitigation stl.ategy.

To ploper{y understand how to mitigate the effects of this significant force, it is necessary

to understand how the adhesion of ice behaves on the curved surface of an aerofoil. Due

to the limitations of previous knowledge on the topic of adhesion foLce on culved

surfaces, a new test apparatus was developed specific to the specimens of this research

project. From the information gathered, a knowledge base was developed that

characterizes the force with which the ice adheres to the cutved LE and provides an

indication of the mitigation intensity that is lequiled to alleviate the adverse effects of ice

adhesion.

3.3.3 AccumulationAmount

The ice specimens were melted fol a liquid volume measulement to gauge the amount of

water that had accumulated along the leading edge. The results provide an indication of

the mass of the ice accumulated on the ieading edge sudace, and indicate the potential

load concerns for the turbine blades which can lead to power losses.
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mitigation intensity that is required to control a specific icing characteristic in comparison

to other characteristics for the valious strategies.
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4 EXPERIMENT

The University of Manitoba accommodates a unique experimental facility for'

aerodynamic icing researrh. The capability and size of this facility make it exclusive in

Canada, the only exception being the NRC research facility in Ottawa. Previously, the

facility was intended to be used for powelJine icing and helicopter intake icing resealch,

and through this research project, has been expanded to wind turbine blade icing Lesearch.

Since the basis of this research work is expelimental, all collected data and results are

produced within the limitations of the following experimental design.

4.1 Facility

Icing experimentation is perfomed in the Icing Tunnel Facility located in the

Engineering Complex at the University of Manitoba. The UMITF consists of a spr.ay

system to emit dloplets into the flow and a refrigeration system for cooiing of the air as

shown in Figure 4- 1 [Naterer' 2002].

insulated fan cabin et laser based measurement Mith
walls (PlV / interferometry)

heat
exchanger

refiigeration
prprng

plenum ,

screens
test

window chamber

Figure 4- 1: Top view of splay flow and icing tunnel

spray
bars

outer v¡all (large
droplet testing)

eî5*

3
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Experiments arc conducted using stationary aerofoils placed within the inner.duct (1 m2)

ofthe wind tunnel. Scaled test specimens are subjected to cooled air.flows containing

water droplets that are released into the fiow stream from a customized spray bar located

upstream of the aerofoil test piece.

Air atomizing nozzles can produce a reliable spray pattern with water mean dr.oplet

diameters ranging from 10-3 to 10-s meters, pel' manufacturers specifications for the

nozzles employed in the UMITF facility. The dloplets tr.avei in a tr.ajectory towards the

test specimen, are cooled along the way and fieeze upon impact with the test specimen

forming vadous ice shapes and charactelistics, according to the climatological conditions

of the conducted experiment.

4.2 Wind Tunnel Calibration

The calibration of the wind tunnel was not previously performed fot the system. Thus, a

series of tests wele conducted to obtain data on the wind speeds at varying temperatules

within the inner duct of the tunnel where the icing experiments were to take place. A

pitot tube-manometer was placed upstream, while a 3-cup anemometer with digital output

was placed further downstrcam. The resulting readings were statistically accurate,

verifying the calibration of the system and identifying palticular wind speeds at specific

temperatures. The wind tunnel parameters set tb[ this calibration invo]ved a range of

motor fi€quencies between 8 to 40 Hz, and a range of temperatures between +25 'C to

-30 oC resulting in a range of calculated actual wind speeds between 3 and.24 mls,

depending on the motor setting and conelating tunnel tempelature. The resulting values

are located in Appendix A. The pitot tube-manometer instrumentation is a more accurate

method of measuring flow rates than the 3-cup anemometer; howevel, the results
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accurately collapse to follow similar curves between both methods, which validate the

wind speed measurement. The only inconsistency to directly affect the reading of the 3-

cup anemometer may have been the pitot-tube located upstream; despite its placement at

a distance such that it had minimal impact on the following anemometer. Furthelmole,

the spray bal upstream of the Pitot tube disturbs the flow; howevel, since the spr.ay bar is

part of the icing tunnel functionality, its position remains constant thloughout

expelimental testing, thus, the impact it has remains constant on the flow through the

tunnel and is a negligible factol for this particular experiment.

4,3 Experiment Design

The following section descdbes the expedmental components and appar.atus in the design

of the mitigation strategies.

4,3.1 Scope

This experimental research ploject is the initial work ofany contribution to the topic of

ícing mitigation stlategies at the Univetsity of Manitoba, thus foundational elements to

understanding the problem of icing on wind turbine blades needed to be developed;

however, ther€ was also a drive to understand icing mechanics, and if possible, to make a

contlibution towalds the development of a new mitigation strategy. Fur.thermore, the

expedmental appamtus was never previously used for this application and the

modification of the expelimental apparatus for this icing application, including

calibration of the system, was lequired.



To understand the fundamental dynamics of the complex three-phase system, the initial

phase of the experiment was designed to minimize unnecessary variables. Thus, rotation

dynamics were not investigated and the blade specimens werc held in a fixed station¿uy

position. From the literaturc rcview at the time of experimental design, information about

the effect of the angle of attack of the blades on icing mechanics was limited. Thus, in

older to develop a fundamental understanding of the pt'oblem within the scope and time

frame of the project, a single angle of attack was selected for testing. To keep the

problem simplifìed, a zero angle of attack was used with the stationar.y blade specimens.

It is understood that zero angle-of-attack is not completely r.ealistic, but was necessar.y to

eliminate unnecessary variables and develop a baseline fol further wor.k.

Two distinct icing types werc selected, glaze and rjme, which occur undel. distinctly

different conditions, most notably by temperaturc. The combination of icing types was

not directly exploled, as this would extend beyond the time frame of the project.

The surface mitigation stlategies were limited to three different surfaces; one remained a

datum, while the two others were different type coatings.

The thermal mitigation was limited to a single technique; however with two different

heating regimes: anti-icing and de-icing.

The combinations of these techniques lead to the development of a third mitigation

strategy, termed Thermface, resulting in 18 degrees of freedom to analyze. Thus, one can

understand that adding just another variable, such as a different angle of attack would

incLease this system to 36 degrees of freedom, and the complexity is imminent in scale.
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Due to the natul'e of the ice, all test measurements needed to be taken immediately after

the icing event, some at expelimental temperature, while the measurements that could be

taken during an event were as such, completed per test.

4.3,2 ClimatologicalConditions

The two distinct types of icing regimes arc glaze and lime, and have been selected fot this

experiment. Glaze ice occurs at temperatures near the liquid freezing point, in

atmospheric conditions of high liquid water content, creating an ice that is clear and

dense. Rime ice occuls at colder temperatules of lower liquid water content fteezing

beforc contact with the substrate, then accumulating with air pockets in between, forming

a white and feathely, but less dense type of ice. From the wind tunnel calibration, the

climatological conditions fol testing were selected based on the parameters that cleated

the most repr€sentative climatological conditions for glaze and rime icing.

In the UMITF, to obtain glaze and rime icing with a wind condition representative of

climatological conditions in the region of interest, the expelimental testing requircd the

motor to be fixed at 75.5 Hz which conesponds to 7.37 m/s at -5"C and 7.97 m/s at -

15'C, fol glaze and rime conditions, rcspectively. Other parametels that needed to be

balanced to ensure these icing conditions couid be plopelly simulated included water

liquid-line temperature and airline pressure for the air atomizing nozzles to create the

ideal Liquid Water Content (LWC) tbr the system. An imbalance in LWC can create too

"wet" or "dly" an ice, and must be balanced with the flow speed and distance to the

object that is subjected to icing in order to ensure the liquid properly cools and does no!
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prematurely evaporate or solidily before contact with the specimen substrate, as all these

factors contdbute to the l'esulting ice form and characteristics.

4.3.3 ExperimentalParameters

An icing event is characterized by several naturally occuning pammetel.s such as

barometric pl€ssule, wind speed, r'elative humidity and air temperature. For. a simulated

icing event in controlled conditions, these parameters along with other conditions must be

set and closely monitored to ensure the icing event occurs as required. In icing related

applications, the actual dloplet size distlibution in clouds is represented by a single

valiable called the dloplet's median volume diameter (MVD). The MVD is the midpoint

in the liquid water content (LWC) distrìbution over the lange of cloud dloplet sizes that

are present in a given moment of time. Thus, the MVD varies with the number. of

droplets in each size categoly. The overall aver.age LWC and MVD have been

consewatively approximated for this experiment in accodance with published data

[Battisti 2005] and the plopelties of the air atomizing nozzles in the spray bar apparatus

of the UMITF to represent icing droplet concentlations and sizes that are slightly greater

than those of a freezing fog ol stratiform cloud and lesser than those of a convective

(cumulitblm) cloud. Fol this paÍicular expedmental design, the set parametel.s for

simulated climatological conditions, along with the limitations of the aerofoil test

specimen geometry are listed below in Table 4-1 where LWC and droplet diameter are

approximated based on manufactuler's specifications for nozzle performance.
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Table 4-1 : Expelimental Parameters

Parameter Value

Spray bar water flo'/v (mr/s) 9.46

Spray bar water temperature (oC) 1.89

Spray bar air pressure (Pa) 344,737

Wind tunnel s€t veloc¡ty, vr (Hz) 15.5

Chord lenoth lmì 0.5000

Aerofoil spec¡men width (m) 0.06350

Angle of attack (deqrees) 0.00

Liquid water content, LWC (kq/mr) 0.0028

D¡ameter of droplet, d (m) 0.00001

Freestreâm temp€rature, Ti (K) 268.0

Freestream Dressure, P" (MPa) 0.1013

Measured local wind veloc¡ty, V* (m/s) 7.37

Liqu¡d water content, LWC (kq/m3) 0.0028

D¡ameter of droDlet- d lm) 0.000017

Free stream temperature, Tr (K) 258.0

Free stream pressure, Po (MPa) 0.1013

Measured local w¡nd v€locity, Vw (m/s) 7.97

4.4 Apparatus

The experimental appalatus consists of the UMITF, specimen test rig and the specimen

mounted within the UMITF.

4.4.1 Test Specimen

The test specimen is based on the shape of a NACA 63421 aerofoil pr.ofile with

aluminum frame and fiberglass sheeting. The selected NACA profile is commonly used

in the wind turbine blade manufactuting industry. For this experimental series, six test

pieces with various mitigation strategies were required to investigate the surface, thermal

and thermface mitigation strategies. The specimen without a heater.or coating was used
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The aelofoil test specimens wele mounted at zero angle of attack downstteam of the

spray bar. The thermal components required wiring to a power source which provided

constant heat at full capacity throughout the duration of the test.

4.4,2 Procedure

4.4.2.1 Preparation

In preparation for experimental testing the cooling of the water system must be initialized

a minimum of one hour in advance of testing to ensure the water temperature is

appropriate for icing. While this occuÌs, the specimen is prepared in the inner.tunnel.

The selected specimens are mounted on a lod and fixed in the tunnel accor.dingly, ifheat

is to be used, the wiles are connected to the appropliate samples. A thermometer.is

mounted on the inner tunnel duct behind the specimen as a second reference

measul€ment for the temperatul'e in the tunnel. The computer. and system for image

collection is started and the Flow-Manager data-acquisition software initiated. A light is

mounted in the extelior tunnel to provide added light source for photographing the

expedment. The windows are cleaned of debris. The camera is adjusted in the frame to

ensure proper positioning. The camela lens is focused manually while visually

referencing collected continuous images through the software program until the best

focused image is achieved. A rulel is attached to the specimen and a photograph taken

fol calibration of the images. The view reference fol specimen scaling is adjusted in the

software program accordingly. The rulel is then l'emoved and the surfaces of the aerofoil

specimens are cleaned with ethyl alcohol to remove residual oils and grease fi.om

handling. The doors are closed and an initial image of the specimen is taken at 0 minutes.
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is required to ensure that the four nozzles are spraying eveniy. Image collection is

initiated after 1 minute of spraying and continues each minute, as timed by the clock on

the computel', for the entire 20 minute duration of the icing test. If heating is used, then

the powel source is activated at either the initial point of testing for anti-icing, or at the

mid-point of the test duratíon for de-icing.

Multiple test runs were completed with a minimum of three trials pel test strategy.

Results were averaged in the analysis of icing characteristics to account for expeúmental

enor and natural vadations.

4.4.2.3 Post Testing

After the test pedod, the image collection, water system, heatel and tunnel wind speed are

stopped. The air remains circulating in the nozzles to clear any remaining palticles. The

heating wires are detached and the specimens are removed fiom the inner tunnel, and

then carefully separated before removing each specimen individually with diligence to

ensure ice specimen along the leading edge is not damaged. Each specimen is then

mounted in the adhesion force test apparatus and loaded at the experimental tempelature

until failure. The ice specimens are then measuled for geometric configuration and later'

melted for volumetric accumulation amount. The related data is processed to obtain

information on LE profile shape changes; accumulation rate, accumulation weight

amount and profile shape extension, as well as adhesion pressure. The data is then

compared amongst mitigatíon techniques to determine changes in icing chalacteristics

and provide a rccommended mitigation strategy.
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4.4.3 Image Data Collection and Änalysis

A high lesolution black-white digital camela and data acquisition system was used to

coilect images of the side-view aelofoil prolile and the ice accrction at one minute

intervals for the duration of the 20 minute icing test. Collected image data was ptocessed

using graphics softwate to investigate changes in leading edge profile shapes, calculate

the leading edge shape extension, and determine the accumulation rate for the various

mitigation strategies.

4.4.4 Adhesion Force Test

Due to the limited and dated infolmation on adhesion test methods for ice on substrates,

and lack of r.elevant information for testing the force of adhesion on a cuLved surface, an

adhesion test for this experiment needed to be developed. Due to the complexity of the

cold climate environment that the tests needed to be conducted in, sensitive equipment

could not be used. Furthermore, placing any piezoelectric devices on the surface would

alter.the ice profile that was part of the experiment. Due to these lestrictions a simplified

test was developed that used weights and the invelse mold of the aerofoil profiles, in

lesistance, to shear off the ice and obtain a fotce measutement in the environment and

temperatut€ that the ice was formed. A wedge was placed inside the mold at the trailing

edge to support the aerofoil and keep the test piece level' Weights were then loaded in

incr.easing inteF/als at a gradual and steady pace until the ice failed to adhere to the

substrate. The measured failule weight was converted through calculations to obtain the

adhesion force at the leading edge of the aerofoil. Figure 4-5 and Figurc 4-6 contain

images of the apparatus and the plocedure of mounting the specimen in the test appamtus.
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uncertainty to the data collected. Due to the nature of the expedment design this

uncertainty was calried thlough to the next measulements. However, a fragment from the

extemal edge of the ice profile would not affect the geometrical measulement for.the area

calculation and would only be relevant to the volumetdc accumulation measurement.

There is some evidence to suggest that the heat generated as part of the mitigation

strategy may have altered the type of ice to form at the substrate. In the case of rime

conditions, this created glaze ice at the substrate, and resulted in higher.than expected

adhesion tbrce values for typical rime ice, signifying that the ice behaves more like glaze

adhesion, thus suggesting that the heater may negatively influence adhesion reduction in

such situations. This is difficult to visually observe at the substrate-ice interface,

however can be deduced fi om the behaviour of the ice. Furthermore, due to unforeseen

mechanisms of the experimental process, at times a mixed form of ice accretion resulted

on the blades, despite steady conditions of the experimental facility. This may have been

influenced by the mitigation stlategies itself.

The water used in the lines of the UMITF spraying apparatus is filteled to ensurc it is

cleansed of impurities so that fine atomizing nozzles do not become plugged, as they are

critical to maintaining proper splay and difficult to peúorm maintenance on once

mounted in the in tunnel. Moreover, the "clean" ice in an expedmental setup may not

have the impulities of real climatic conditions for icing; however, it is suggestive that

those impulities would only act as stress points and induce stress fiactures in the ice,

leading to a further reduced adhesion force than r.esulted in these tests. The probability of

occurrence and influence of those impurities lemains an area for fulthel research.
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5 RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Through the transient process of ice accumulation on the surface of the aerofoil section,

the blade encounters several physical changes. The physical changes investigated in this

project include LE profile shape changes, ice adhesion force, volumetric accumulation

amount, accumulation l"te and the leading edge protìle shape extension. The profile

shape changes culminate in a catalogue for visual representation of the icing events. The

percentage reduction of icing chalacteristics is presented in charts. The results are

summarized in the Mitigation Forecasting Tool. Further details of rcsults ale located in

the appendices. Appendix E contains original collected data and percentage reduction

tables for the various icing chalacteristics that were measur.ed. Appendix F contains

calculations fol loads to determine adhesion lbrce in the test Ìig. Appendix G contains

the summary chalts of the following pr€sented results in a larger scale, including charts

fi'om published papels. Appendices H through L contain the published paper.s from

conferences, which can be lefened to for further specific details regarding each of the

mitigated icing chalacteristics.

The experimental work of this thesis is novel and previous wor.ks do not exist for direct

comparison, especially in the entilety of collected data for icing chalacteristics and

analysis cauied out in this work; as well as for the effects of mitigation strategies on icing

charactel'istics and the comparison between mitigated and non-mitigated blades. Icing

issues on blades have been modelled befole; however, mostly only for ice accr.etion shape

[Lacroix 2001]. Experiments have been conducted; however, not in as conlrolled

conditions, as in this experiment, due to the limitations of wind-icing facilities available.
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5.1 Leading Edge Aerofoil Profile Shape Changes

A visual profile of ice formation on the LE surface illustrates the varying amounts of ice

accumulation and changes in profile shapes between different sulfaces. If unmitigated,

ice will accumulate unevenly on the leading edge of the blade surface; however, when

mitigation techniques are implemented, results indicate that the ice accumulation is

reduced and more controlled. The images presented below, in Figure 5-1 to Figure 5-6,

ale shown at eithel the mid-point (10 rnin.) ol end stage (20 min.) of the test dulation.

Surface Mitigation in Glaze:

The hydrophobic coating provides the most controlled, symmetric and reduced amount of

accumulation on the blade LE. Fulthermole, both coatings appear to bettel control the

lesulting ice profile shape as compared to the plain, un-mitigated sample.

(a) Plain (b) Icephobic (c) Hydrophobic

Figure 5- 1: Expelimental icing of aerofoil leading edge, coatings, glaze

(b) Icephobic (c) Hydrophobic
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Surface Mitigation in Rime:

Both the icephobic and hydrophobic coatings provide more controlled accumulation. The

hydrophobic profile appears to reduce accumulation slightly mor.e than the icephobic c

Rime (t = 10 min.)

(a) Plain (b) Icephobic (c) Hydr.ophobic

Figure 5-2: Expelimental icing of aerofoil leading edge, coatings, r.ime

Thermal Mitigation in Glaze:

Anti-icing on a plain surface is more effective than the de-icing regime at r.educing

accumulation and controlling plofile shape changes in glaze icing conditions.

Glaze (t = 10 min.)

(a) Plain + Anti-icing (b) Plain + De-icing

Figure 5-3: Experimental icing of aerofoil leading edge, thermal regimes, glaze
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Thermal Mitigation in Rime:

Anti-icing on a plain sulface is more effective at reducing accumulation and profìle shape

changes in rime icing conditions. However, as can be seen, a glaze layer forms at the

intedace of the ice and substrate surface, leading to glaze-like ice characteristics and

behaviour at the interface, due to the heating of the blade surface as part of the mitigation

str"tegy. Attention must be addressed to this consequence of mitigation. This r.esults

despite the same heat flux levels in either heating regime.

Rime(=29¡¡¡¡.;

Figure 5-4: Experimental icing of aelofoil leading edge, thermal regimes, rìme

(a) Plain + Anti-icing (b) Plain + De-icing
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Thermface Mitigation in Glaze:

The hydrophobic coating appears more effective at controlling ice accumulation and

profile shape change than the icephobic coating in glaze conditions. Anti-icing depicts a

lesser amount of accumulation and shape change than the de-icing regime.

Glaze (t = 10 min.)

ANTI-ICING:

DE-ICING:

(b) Hydrophobic

Figurc 5-5: Expelimental icing of aerofoil leading edge, ther.mface regimes, glaze

Thermface Mitigation in Rime:

The icephobic coating appeals more effective at controlling ice accumulation and profile

shape change than the hydrophobic coating in rime conditions, as is evident by the

reduced amount of ice accumulation along the aer.ofoil. Anti-icing depicts a lesser.

amount of accumulation and shape change than the de-icing regime.

(a) Icephobic

Glaze (t

(a) Icephobic



Rime (t =

ANTI-ICING:

(a) Icephobic (b) Hydrophobic

Rime(t=20min.)

DE-ICING:

Figure 5-6: Experimental icing of aerofoil leading edge, thermface regimes, rime

5.2 Adhesion Force

Comparing glaze and rime icing results indicate that on an uncoated plain suface, the

adhesion force of glaze ice is 607o less adhesive than dme ice. Figur.e 5-7 shows the

ovelall comparative results for adhesion force. The most effective surface mitigatíon in

glaze conditions is the hydLophobic coating which reduces adhesíon force by 70Va. In the

rime condition, the icephobic coating is more effective, reducing adhesion by 26Vo.

Evidently, in surface mitigation, the hydrophobic coating is most effective in glaze

conditions while the icephobic coating is most effective in rime conditions. This can be

attributed to the physical propelties of the coatings: the hydr.ophobic coating is designed
80
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conditions, it is best pailed with the icephobic coating, reducing adhesion by 631o.

Fulthermore, the deicing legime also consumes less energy, which is ideal for. energy

production systems. Isolating the thermal variable indicates that for glaze icing, the

thermal regimes are not solitarily effective at reducing adhesion fbrce, and thus arc most

effective when paired with a secondaly mitigation strategy. Morcover, isolating the

surface varjable indicates that fol glaze icing, thele is no apparent adhesion reduction for

either coating with the anti-icing regime, suggesting a supplementary result that the

coatings may impede ice removal by preventing conductive heat transfer to the suúace,

as a rcsult of their inherent thickness.

The de-icing regime is the most effective in either icing condition; wheteas in glaze,

either surface mitigation is just as effective as the other, but in rime, the icephobic is

morc effective. Therefore, an effective mitigation strategy for either icing condition

employs the icephobic coating and the de-icing regime.

There is a discrepancy between the expelimental findings in this r.eport and the common

assumption that the adhesion force of the higher density glaze ice exceeds that of the

lowel density rime ice. However, there is an opposite finding in this project. One

observation suggests that the thermal mitigation creates a glaze-like layer at the substrate-

ice interface with resulting glazeJike behaviour at the critical intelface of the adhesion

force test and thus, higher adhesion force values rcsult for rime ice. Howevel, it was also

found in the non-themally mitigated cases-such as the surface mitigation, or even the

plain surface without any mitigation, that rime ice is always more adhesive than the glaze

ice. Thus, the above theory is relevant, however., r'equires further investigation before a
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definite conclusion can be stated. The results presented herein were measur.ed on a

cuLved surface and within the environmental chamber at experimental temperature.

5.3 AccumulationAmount

In comparison of the amount of ice, in liquid state that accumulates along the LE of an

aerofoil for both icing conditions, therc is l47o less accumulation in glaze than in rime.

The comparison is percentage reduction of accumulation amount is shown in Figure 5-8.

The most effective surface mitigation in glaze icing is the icephobíc coating, leducing

accumulation by 29Vo, and in lime is the hydrophobic coating rcducing accumulation

394a.

The most effective thermal mitigation strategy on a plain uncoated surface, in glaze

conditions, is the anti-icing legime, reducing accumulation by 34%. In rime conditions,

accumulation is not significantly reduced; in fact, only the anti-icing regime rcduces

accumulation by 8%, whereas for deicing, the amount of accumulation appears to

supelsede the effectiveness of the mitigation technique, suggesting that it does not have

the capacity to be effective in the given conditions.
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ln comparing the late of accumulation between glaze and rime icing conditions, results

indicate that on an uncoated plain surface, glaze ice accumulation late is 5% less than

lime. When suface mitigation is used, the rate of ice accumulations on a wind tulbine

blade is more effectively reduced. By employing the icephobic coating, icing

accumulation rate (IAR) is 527o less in glaze than in rime, while using the hydrophobic

coating IAR is 807o less in glaze than in rime.

Comparing the sulface mitigation techniques, in glaze conditions, the IAR is reduced by

12% with the icephobic coating and 18% by the hydrophobic coating as is shown in

Figure 5-9. In rime conditions, surface mitigation does not effectively r.educe IAR,

suggesting that the mitigation strategy has reached its maximum capacity to be effective

for the given climatological conditions.

In compalison of the thermal mitigation techniques, for glaze conditions, the anti-icing

regime effectively reduces IAR by 241o, whereas the deicing regime is ineffective for

reducing IAR. In lime conditions, neither thermal mitigation regime effectively reduces

IAR suggesting that the technique has reached its maximum capacity to be effective in

the given conditions.

The thelmface strategy employing the hydlophobic coating with the deicing regime

rcduces IAR by 72Vo in glaze conditions and is the only thelmface strategy to perform

effectively. In rime conditions, therc is not a single overall mitigation strategy that

indicates a reduction in IAR. Isolating individual variables for further insight to these

results indicates that the icephobic coating with anti-icing plovides a rcduction in IAR
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when compared to both surface and themal mitigations individually. This ther.mface

technique et'fectively reduces lARby 207o over surface mitigation alone and l4%o over

anti-icing thermal mitigation alone; thereby suggesting that it would be the most effective

mitigation strategy in lime conditions for controiling IAR.

Evidently, IAR is more easily mitigated in glaze than in rime conditions. The mosr

effective mitigation strategy is the thermface technique where in glaze conditions, the

hydlophobic coating with the de-icing regime is employed, and in rime, the icephobic

coating with the anti-icing regime is employed. These rcsults ar.e indicative of the

corrclation between the sensitivity of the behavioul of the ice to the employed mitigation

strategy, (i.e. r'ime icing, as the more sevele case requires a more intense mitigation

technique to effectiveiy control the icing accumulation rate).

5.5 LE Profile Shape Extension

In comparison of the amount of ice, in solid state that accumulates at the LE of an

aerofoil causing an extension in shape plofile, less extension occurs in glaze than in rime

ice by qqo. From Figure 5-i0, the resuits of the percentage leduction in profile shape

extension indicate that surface mitigation efforts are only effective in glaze conditions, in

which the hydrophobic coating reduces shape extension by 25Vo and, the icephobic

coating by I67a. Evidently, the hydrophobic coating is slightly more effective. Surface

mitigation in rime conditions is not effective, suggesting that the rime icing conditions

subdue the surface mitigation efforts for reducing shape extension.

The most effective thermal mitigation strategy on a plain uncoated surface, in glaze

conditions, is the anti-icing regime, reducing shape extension by 29V0, whereas the
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deicing regime does not effectively reduce shape extension. In rime conditions, shape

extension is not significantly reduced by either de-icing or anti-icing regimes, suggesting

that the mitigation effort does not have the capacity to be effective in the given

conditions.

The thelmface stlategy employing the hydrophobic coating with the deicing regime

reduces shape extension by 757o in glaze conditions, and the icephobic coating with the

deicing regime, although not as effective, still conttibutes to mitigating shape extension.

In rime conditions, there is not a single overall mitigation strategy that indicates a

reduction in shape extension. However, isolating individual valiables for. further insight

to these rcsults indicates that the icephobic coating with anti-icing provides a reduction in

shape extension when compared to both surface and themal mitigations individually.

This thermface technique effectively reduces shape extension by 217o over sulface

mitigation alone and 15% over anti-icing thermal mitigation alone; thereby suggesting

that it would be the most effective mitigation stlategy in rime conditions for. controlling

shape extension.
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conditions. It has been designed to provide an idea of what to expect during and after an

icing event in terms of accumulation rate, profile shape extension, weight amount of ice

accumulation and adhesion pressure. Adhesion pressure provides an idea of "how sticky"

the ice is to the sufface, ol in olhel words, how difficult the ice is to remove from the

substrate per squar€ inch. Profile shape extension is used to determine the changes in

blade aelodynamics in terms of extended chord length which is a direct influential

parameter for blade optimization, while ice weight accumulation provides the information

to assess how much "heavier" and unstable the blade can become, which has a diect

influence on turbine vibration and blade aerodynamics. Icing accumulation rate indicates

the amount of ice to accumulate (length scale) at the leading edge, in a given time and

provides an indication to the lequired intensity of a mitigation stlategy to effectively

mitigate an icing event. Figure 5-11 relates the collected data in a timeline format during

and after an icing event. The figurc is used to forecast icing characteristics and

pelformance measures of mitigation strategies, as well as provide a comparison of values

amongst strategies for a given icing chalacteristic.

Fol example, during an icing event, the accumulation rate in rime conditions is the

greatest for the sample with only the hydrophobic surface mitigation and Ieast with the

plain, unmitigated specimen; whercas in glaze conditions, accumulation rate was the

gl€atest in on the uncoated specimen with the de-icing regime and least with the

thermface mitigation of the hydrophobic coating with the de-icing legime. Immediately,

it is evident that the mitigation strategies presented in this study are inadequate for the

imposed rime icing conditions; however, they are effective fol mitigating glaze ice.
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If after an icing event, a clitical icing chalacteristic is selected, such as adhesion pressure,

the MFT indicates that in rime the thermface strategy employing the icephobic coating

with the de-icing regime has the least pressure and can be selected for effective control of

this parametel in an icing event. If, however, this mitigation strategy needs to be

balanced with other icing charactelistics the MFT shows that it is not the best in terms of

shape extension amount o[ accumulation amount. A further decision can be made to

determine the ideal mitigation stlategy for a particular need ol in simply gaining a

perspective for how the mitigation strategy perfolms amongst other stlategies for the

various icing chalactedstics. Fulther details of the mitigation forecasting tool are located

in Appendix C.
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5.8 Dynamic Similarity

The experimental focus of this thesis was placed on identifying icing characteristics and

the effects of mitigation strategies imposed on scaied-down blades subjected to icing,

without the initial intension of scaling the immediate results for actual wind turbines.

However, it is possible to identify how the results of this thesis pertain to a full-scale

blade.

Dynamic similarity fol aetofoils exists when the Mach number.s and Reynold's numbers

are equal between the experimental and actual conditions. Since the flow remains

incompressible for wind turbine analysis, Mach numbel does not need to be consider-ed,

and only Re is important. Furthermole, since the experiment was designed to simulate

actual climatological conditions, the parameters for the ai¡' conditions would be

equivalent, and only the charactelistic length would vary between the expeliment and

actual conditions. From a simple evaiuation of the approximated average chord length of

the actual turbine blade, 1.68 m, and the expedmental specimen chord length, 0.5 m; it is

evident that the actual turbine is scaled 3.36 times largel than the specimen.

Thus, fol dynamic similarity to exist for this experiment, (i.e. equivalent Reynold's

numbers), the velocities tested in the wind tunnel reprcsent wind speeds that the turbine

would experience reduced by a factor of 3.36. In other words, the icing characteristics

that occuned in glaze or rime conditions in the tunnel at'l.37 ¡rls and7.97 mls

rcspectively, would actually rcpresent icing that occul's at2.l9 rnls and 2.37 m/s for.glaze

and dme conditions, rcspectively, on an actual wind turbine.



6 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Icing Characteristics

Wind Energy production in adverse cold climates can be enhanced by implementing the

presented mitigation stlategies, which significantly control the ice profile shapes, reduce

the accumulation rate, adhesion force, accumulation amount and pr.ofile shape extension

of ice on a blade surface and influence the formation of a more symmetúc LE ice profile.

The explicit contributions of this thesis are the experimental collected data, which has not

previously been collected for such a divelse r.ange of icing charactedstics, and icing

condítions; in addition, collected for mitigation strategies. Furthermore, the analysis of

the data and comparison amongst results is a unique contr.ibution to the scientific

community, especially in terms of expeúmental lesults which are often difficult to find,

iet alone collect, due to the complexity of the required apparatus for. such an experiment.

Creation of the MF I is exclusive, as such results have never before been published in

this divelse form; as well, the profile shape catalogue is distinctively detailed with

experimental results rarely avaiiable in one location, as in the compilation provided in

this thesis. Moreover, the direct contribution of this thesis to the advancement of

technology for mitigating icing effects is the development of a novel mitigation strategy,

and it's designation as Thermface, which has successfully provided enhanced icing

mitigation in compadson to other approaches.
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6.2 MitigationStrategies

Fol leducing adhesion force and accumulation amount, it is shown that in glaze or dme

conditions, the thermface strategy employing the de-icing thermal regime with the

icephobic surface coating is the most effective mitigation, with the necessity to extend the

duration of the the¡mal regime to best mitigate accumulation amount in more severe icing

conditions, such as rime.

For controlling icing accumulation rate and pr.ofile shape extension, glaze icing will be

elfectively mitigated with the minimaiist strategy while rime icing r.equires the most

intense strategy, indicating the sensitivity of the behaviour of the ice to the employed

mitigation strategy. The specific solution for.each icing condition is the hydr.ophobic

coating with the de-icing regime in glaze, and the icephobic coating with the anti-icing

regime in rime.

The Mitigation Forecasting Tool indicates the perfomance measures for various

mitigation strategies as a means to pledict rcsults and rcsolve an optimal solution, when a

cr^itical icing charactelistic is seiected.

The Profile shape catalogue is a useful tool for visual reference ol the lesults of the icing

event.
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6.3 Recommendations

Fulthermore, the combination of mitigation strategies must be carcfully designed so that

they are employed in the climatological conditions best suited for their use and within

their scope of capability so that they do not adversely affect the capabilities of one

anothel'.

Other areas for furthel investigation include varying the heat flux; var.ying the delivery

rate of the droplets to the specimen, which would involve changing the experimental

parameters or divelsification of expelimental parameters; focusing on the creation of a

sub-film to break the adhesive bond; and modeling the phase change of the accumulation

through computational fluid dynamics. lnvestigation of "dirty" ice may better replicate

actual icing conditions. Fu$helmorc, an investigation of adhesion force for "mixed" ice

conditions due to the indircct effects of mitigation strategies on the formation of the ice

type would be valuable to clarify the uncharacteristically high rime adhesion force values.

Aiso, variation of the Reynold's numbet and consideration of scaling effects between the

test specimen and the actual blades needs to be investigated, as well as variation of the

angle of attack of the blade position in the fiow, in stationary position. Extension of the

expedment to rotation of blades should be considered.
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Free body diagram of iced aerofoil specimen in adhesion tbrce test rig:

Wedge
suppo[t Ice leading edge

F¿: Force required to shear ice from substrate; a,k.a.: Adhesion Force
Fs: Force due to wedge suppofi fol'mounting
Fc: Forre due to applied load (weights)
L6s: length from leading edge to load applicatíon
Las: length fi'om the load application to the center of the supporting wedge

Taking the sum of moments about the leading edge, point A:

(Fc )*( Lac ) - Fs*( Lac + tcs) = 0

Solving for Fs:

Fs = (F6 )*( Lac ) /( L¡c + ks)

Taking the sum of the forces in the vertical direction, positive upwards:

Fs + F¡= P6

Solving for the adhesion folce, F¡:

Fa= Fc - Fs

Note: 2 types of specimen geometúes werc used, due to manufacturing ofthe

Snecimen X q

L^.. 7 in. -l rn.

[-¡n 9 in. 11in

components.
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CHARTS FOR PERCENTAGE REDUCTION OF ICING
CHARACTERISTICS
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Abstract
optimized power generation f'om available wind resources has gained substantial

interest by many leaders in the wind power industry worldwide. one issue facing wind
power genel'ation in cold climates is ice accumulation on turbine blades, which is not
only an energy production and efficiency concern, but also a safety issue. This paper
explores various mitigation techniques for delaying and pleventing ice accumulation-on
wind turbines blades. Firstly, a surface mitigation strategy has been applied to blade
models involving hydrophobic and ice-phobic coatings. Secondly, a thermal mitigation
strategy involving a new composite material has been developed. subsequently these
mitigation techniques arc combined to form a thild strategy, termed thermfac¿ mitigation.
stationaly blade configulations have been experimentally tested in the university of
Manitoba Icing Tunnel Facility. The results of rhe mitigarion techniques depict icing
profiles and aerodynamic changes along the blade leading edges during the icing evenì
and quantify the ice adhesion force and accumulation amount over a set pedod under
simulated climatological Glaze and Rime icing conditions. Results are extended to wind
turbine performance for estimation of ener.gy production.

Introduction
Wind, as an energy resource,

contains the potential to become an
important contlibutor to utility and non-
utility power generation in many regions
in Canada and in cold climates
throughout the world. However, due to
extreme climatological factors, many
Canadian wind turbine sites are affected
by icing problems that impact power
generation. Thus, the potential to
harness an abundant source of wind for
power generation is greatly
disadvantaged. Icing is an issue of
interest to many gloups-from pfivate
energy companies, to public utilities and
farmers whose land is employed. This
paper discusses the expetiments
performed in the University of
Manitoba's Icing Tunnel Facility,
(UMITF), for the investigation of icing

mitigation strategies for wind turbines,
specific to icing conditions in cold
climates. Experiments ale pelformed on
aerofoils lepresentative of blades
currently used in the wind turbine
industry, under conditions that simulate
actual climatological conditions of
severe icing events found in cold
climates where wind turbines are
employed, similal to those near St. Leon,
in Southeln Manitoba, where a lar.ge 99
MW wind farm is being developed, in a
rcgion very well-known for icing events.

Wind turbines are subjected to
rime, glaze ol mixed ice accretion
conditions [1]. In the UMITF, glaze ice
forms at temperatures just below
fieezing in air with high liquid water
content, characteristically between 0'C
and -6"C. Rime ice forms ín colder
envilonmental conditions, traditionally



below -10'C, in air of low liquid water
content, but also forms when surface
temperatures are below -6'C. In rime
icing, supercooled water droplets freeze
immediately upon impact and form a
low-density ice, white and feathely in
appearance. In glaze icing, part of the
water droplets fieeze upon impact and
the remaining water runs along the
sulface before fleezing, forming a
smooth lumpy profile shape of high-
density cleal ice. Glaze ice is known to
be more difl'icult to remove than rime ice
due to its inherent physical properties.

Icins Mitisation Stratesv
Cunent techniques for ice shedding from
aerofoil blades are commonly found in
literature related to aelospace and
aircraft applications. As Fitt and Pope

[2] indicate these methods include anti-
icing and de-icing techniques ranging
fi'om tieezing point depressants and
surface deformation, to thermal melting.
Reducing the force of ice adhesion from
a surface is a key point to imploving the
ability to shed ice with ease. As
explained by Loughborough [3] of the
B.F. Goodrich Company, the forrce of
adhesion is apploximated to be linear.
with tempelature, incleasing 8.5 lbs per
sq. in (5976.09 kg/m') for each degree
centigrade decrease in tempetature. The
significance of this value indicates that a
reduction in the adhesion forre of the ice
would greatly improve ice shedding and
the resulting performance of the turbine.
Therefole, a method that reduces the
adhesion force of ice on the surface
would ideally aid in preventing and
delaying the onset of ice accretion.
Since environmental conscientiousness
is a key factol in the wind turbines
systems, hot oil, chemicals and their'
derivative arc not viable mitigation
strategies. Furthermore, the use of
elecllical energy may contradict the
purpose of genelating electdcity, and
must be cautiously implemented.

Therefore, the initial prefelence for an
icing mitigation stlategy is to implement
a passive mitigation technique, such as a
surface mitigation to improve the
resistance of ice accretion and adhesion
to the aerofoil surface. The correlation
between a high contact angle fol droplets
on a surface and their enhanced ability to
shed fi'om the surface is highly
intluenced by the ability of a coating to
be hydrophobic or ice-phobic [4]. Thus,
the following have been selected for
experimentation, for their favourable
charactedstics in icing conditions:
Weaion SuperJcephobic and Super-
Hydrophobic. The icephobic coaring is
designed to perform best in icing
conditions, whereas the hydrophobic
coating is catered more towalds
rcpelling water droplets [5, 6].
Subsequently, a less-passive mitigation
stlategy is be exploled. For this
experiment it is in the form of a thermal
technique. A highly controllable,
lightweight system, compatible with
modem composite materials has been
adapted as an electro-thermal ice
protection system whele heat is
generated at the point of use.
Thermion@ heaters are made fiom finely
dispelsed metal coated carbon fibre
elements that may be integrated into
composite or polymer matedal structurcs
and are ideally suited fol leading edge
blade ice protection applications due to
their lightweight and uniform heat
distribution capability, contrary to
traditional wire heaters [7]. The heat
generated by this method is conducted
into the ice-substrate interface, where a
thin film of water is formed. This breaks
the adhesive bond between the ice and
the outel surface so that the ice can be
swept away by aefodynamic forces.
Furthermore, cycling of the heater powel
helps to control and reduce enelgy
rcquirements [8], suggesting the use of
de-icing regimes to furthel enhance the
effectiveness of the mitigation strategy.
By controlling the duration and timing of



heat application both anti-icing and
valious de-icing regimes are be
explored.

Finally, the combination of the
surface mitigation with the thermal
mitigation, tetmed tlærmface, is
explored as means of more controlled-
passive deicing, providing insight to the
combined effectiveness of these
mitigation stlategies. The cycling of
power for the eiectro-themal heaters
allows integration with other techniques
to optimize mitigation efforts.

Exneriment Description
Icing expedmentation is performed
using the Icing Tunnel Facility located in
the Engineeling Complex at the
University of Manitoba. The UNITF
consists of a splay system to emit
droplets into the flow and a lefrigeration
system for cooling of the air as shown in
Figure 1 [9].

Figure 1: Top view of spray flow and icing
tunnel

Experiments are conducted using
stationary aerofoils placed within an
inner duct (lm') of the wind tunnel.
Scaled test specimens are subjected to
cooled air{lows containing watel'
dloplets that are released into the flow
stream fiom a customized spray bar
located upstream of the aerofoil test
piece. Air atomizing nozzles can
produce a reliable splay pattem with
water mean droplet diameters ranging
from 10-i to 10') meters. The droplets
travel in a trajectory towards the test
specimen, are cooled along the way and
freeze upon impact with the test
specimen forming different icing
chalacteristics and shapes, according to

the climatological conditions setup for
the experiment being conducted.
The test specimen was for med from a
NACA 634421 plofile aerofoil with
aluminum frame and fiberglass sheeting.
For this experimental selies, six test
pieces with various mitigation strategies
were required to investigate the surface,
'thelmal and thelmface mitigation
strategies. The specimen without a
heater ol coating was used as a datum.
The selected coatings were applied to the
aerofoil test specimens using specialized
paint application equipment and
procedures. The icephobic coated
specimen is black, whereas the
hydrophobic coated specimen is white,
and the plain, uncoated specimen is the
original fibelglass composite coloul,
yellow. A1l thermally mitigated
specimens had two 0.508 x 0.127 m, 12
V / 5 W heatels, each mounted on one of
the leading edge upper and lower inner
surfaces. All thermface specimens were
coated and had heaters. The specimens
are shown in Figure 2 as mounted for
testing.

Figure 2: Aerofoil test sections: (L-R) Hydrophobici
Icephobic;Plain

The aerofoil test specimens wele
mounted at zero angle of attack
downstream of the splay bar. Firstly, the
surface mitigation technique was
performed for the plain, hydro-phobic
and icephobic samples under both glaze
and rime icing conditions.
Subsequently, the thermal mitigation
strategy was applied. Fol the thermal
and thermlace mitigation both anti-icing
and de-icing r€gimes were employed in
both rime and glaze icing conditions.
The anti-icing regime consisted of
applying heat for the complete duration
of the 20 minute test, whereas for the de-
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. fest specimen parameters

Chord length (m) 0.3049

icing regime, heat was applied for only
Table l: Experimentål Parameters

Spray bar water temperature (oC)
Spray bar air pressure (Pa)

changes in ice profile shape. Following
this test, the shear-adhesion force test

-= was perfomed on the LE curved
"':r surface of the aerofoil to determine the

requi'ed folce to remove the ice from
the surface. The iced LE specimens
werc collected and their geometry was

1 measured. The specimens were melted
for a liquid volume measurement to
gauge the amount of water that had

¡ accumulated along the leading edge.

Results & Discussion
Ice Profile Changes

. A visual profile of ice formation on the

. LE surface, illustrates the varying
amounts of ice accumulation and
plofile shapes between surfaces in
glaze icing conditions. The resulting
icing plofiles are displayed in Figure 3.

w@5
(a) Plain (b) Icephobic (c) Hydrophobic

Figure 3: Experimental icing pictures ofleading edge
of aerofoil for different coatings

Adhesion Force & Accumulation
The experimental tesults collected for
ice adhesion force and the amount of
water accumulation along the leading
edge of the aerofoil fol the various
mitigation techniques is contained in
Table 2: Comprehensive Mitigation
Results Summaly.

Adhesion Folce
Comparing glaze and rime icing results
indicate that on an uncoated plain
surface, the adhesion force of glaze ice is
40Va less adhesive than time ice. The
most effective surface mitigation in
glaze conditions is the hydrophobic
coating which reduces adhesion force by
977o. ln rime condition, the icephobic
coating is mole effective, reducing

1.89
206,842

0.6350

0.001
272.0 - 268.0

0.1013

*Alsle,9lqttaçf.(qegrces) 0.00
:. :.:,,:::,!,.:.,:'.:,1¡!l-eâ-tlièr:.éÞ. nditlÞ¡ii--o¡,. s!a!e iç¡.49.,::::.'

Liquid water content, LWc (kg/m3) 0,28e-3

Aerofoil speclmen w¡dth (m)

D¡ameter of droplet, d (m)
Freestream temperature, T¡ (K)
Freestream pressure, Po (Mpa)
M-.9.q9!{.ç9.!o,c.al.!\,-!r-'4.v-9!9çrty.V_w,(!I/,s.)-....,.7,7

Wéather conditigns fôr rime ic¡ng
Llquld water content, LWC (kg/m3) 0.28e-3
Diameter of droplet, d (m) 0.001
Free stream iemperature, Ti (K) 263.0 - 273.0
Free sþeam pressure, Po (MPa) 0.1013
Measured local wind velocity, Vw (m/s) 8.3
the second half of the test. The
thermface strategy consisted of
implementing the thermal sttategy wirh
the coated specimens.

Exnerimental Parameters
A cooled air-watel system was used in
these expetiments. Table i indicates the
experimental conditions for the wind
tunnel and spray bar equipment; the
dimensions of the test specimens; and
summadzes the implemented
climatological conditions. The diameter.
of the water droplets and the Liquid
'Water Content (LWC) ale approximated.

Experimental Analvsis
Leading edge (LE) plofiles were
compared among all rcsulting test
samples fi'om which ice shape,
symmetry and consistency wel€
obseryed. A high lesolution black-white
digital camera and data acquisition
system was used to collect images of the
side-view aerofoil profile and the ice
accretion for test dulation of 20 minutes.
Collected image data was processed
using graphics softwa:e to determine
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adhesion by l1Va. Evidently, in surface
mitigation, the hydrophobic coating is
most effective in glaze conditions while
the icephobic coating is most effective in
lime conditions. This can be attributed
to the physical properties of the coatings:
the hydrophobic coating is designed to
be effective by repelling water as in
glaze ice forms, while the icephobic
coating is designed to repel solid-ice, as
in rime conditions. Thus, the results
identify the differences in the surface
strategies and indicate that this
distinction is related to the applied
climatological conditions. This validates
the significance and effectiveness of

icephobic coating. ln contlast, fol the
deicing regime, the icephobic coating is
more effective, r'educing adhesion by
837o in glaze and 467o in lime. Overall,
the deicing regime is morc effective and
consumes less energy, which is ideal for
energy production systems. However, in
rime conditions, it appears that both anti
icing and de-icing regimes have similar
effectiveness in reducing adhesion force,
suggesting that either thermal regime
may be selected to optimize the system
as needed. Isolating the thermal variable
indicates that for glaze icing, both anti-
icing and de-icing are 57o more effective
when combined with the icephobic
coating and are not as effective when

applying the proper coating in their
designed-for conditions.

For thermal mitigation, anri-icing
is more effective than the deicing
regime, in both glaze and rime icing
conditions, reducing adhesion 897o and
46Vo respectiv ely. Fulthermore, the
rcsults indicate that the glaze lesponds
more effectively than lime to this
thelmal mitigation strategy.

For the thermface mitigation, in
both icing conditions, the anri-icing
rcgime with the hydrophobic coating
reducing adhesion by 187a tn glaze and
507o in rime is more effective than the

combined with the hydrophobic coating.
This may be attdbuted to the designed-
for perfolmance chal'actedstics of the
coatings. Since the experiments are
conducted in icing conditions, the
hydrophobic coating is not oper"ting in
its design-for conditions, and thus
appears to be less effective than the
icephobic coating at reducing adhesion
force. For rime icing, on a hydrophobic
surface, anti-icing is more effective than
deicing, while on an icephobic sulface,
deicing is more effective. Furthermore,
isolating the surface variable indicates
that for glaze icing, in both anti-icing
and deicing regimes there is no appatent
adhesion reduction for either coating,
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suggesting that coatings may impede ice
r€moval by preventing heat transfer by
conduction to the surface, as a result of
their inhelent thickness.

Thus, in both glaze and rime
conditions the most effective thel.mface
mitigation srrategy is the icephobic
coating in the deicing regime.

Accumulation Amount
In comparison of the amount of ice, in
liquid state that accumulates along the
LE of an aerofoil for both icing
conditions, less accumulation exists in
glaze than in rime. The most effective
surface mitigation in both icing
conditions is the icephobic coating
which reduces accumulation by SVo in
glaze and 23Va in rime. Evidently, these
results are also dependent on the
conelation of the coatings designed-for
pedormance characteristics with
ciimatological conditions; thus, for the
given icing conditions, the icephobic
coating is expected to, and does, out-
peform the hydlophobic coating.

The most effective thermal
mitigation strategy on a plain uncoated
surface, in glaze conditions, is the anti-
icing regime, r'educing accumulation by
377o. In rime conditions, accumulation
is not significantly reduced; in fact, the
amount of accumulation appeals to
supersede the effectiveness of the
mitigation technique, suggesting that it
does not have the capacity to be
effective in the given conditions.

The most effective thermface
regime tbr glaze conditions involves
combining the de-icing regime with the
icephobic coating, which rcduces
accumulation 837o. l¡ lime conditions,
the icephobic coating is effective with
either anti-icing ol deicing regime,
reducing accumulation 78 Vo and 19lo
rcspectively. The lesser effectiveness of

the mitigation stlategy with the deicing
regime in rime conditions indicates that
the thelmal technique has nearly reached
its max capacity of effectiveness, yet the
combination with the surface mitigation
rcmains more effective than the thermal
technique alone. In light of energy
consumption, the deicing legime is
utilizes less enelgy and is effective in
eithel icing condition, suggesting that is
it plefened regime.

Evidently, both the thermal and
surface mitigation strategies,
independently, have significant effects in
reducing accumulation along the leading
edge of an aerofoil. However, the
combined mitigation of the thermface
strategy provides the most substantial
leduction in accumulation. Thus, the
rccommended mitigation strategy for.
reducing accumulation either glaze or
ríme conditions would be the
implementation of an icephobic coating
in combination with a deicing regime.
Furthermorc, this strategy is effective at
reducing adhesion force as well.

l{ind Turbine Performance Measures
Optimized wind turbine performance is
dependent on the lift to dlag ratio
crcated by the blades. Ice accumulation
changes the aerodynamic profile shape
of the blade and directly affects the lift,
as well as cleates túgger points for non-
laminar flow over the blade surface
resulting in less-efficient energy capturc;
fulthermore, ice adds weight to the
aerofoil. With a less-effective lift-to-
drag ratio the turbine is not capable of
efficient wind energy ploduction.
Additionally, an effective mitigation
strategy, must not consume more ener.gy
than the system produces. Therefbre, an
optimal mitigation strategy would best
balance these performance measurcs.
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Conclusion
Wind Enelgy ploduction in adverse cold
climates is enhanced by implementing
the presented mitigation strategies,
which significantly teduce the adhesion
force and accumulation amount of ice on
a blade sulface and influence the
folmation of a more symmetric LE ice
profile. It is shown that in glaze or r.ime
conditions, the thermface strategy
employing the de-icing thermal regime
with the icephobic surface coating is the
most effective, mitigation. Furthermore,
the combination of mitigation stl.ategies
must be carefully designed so that they
zue employed in the climatological
conditions best suited for their use and
within theil scope of capability so that
they do not adversely affect the
capabilities of one another-specifically,
in the case of coating thickness impeding
heat transfel by conduction to the
surface.
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Abstract
Optimized powel generation fi'om available wind resoutces has gained substantial

interest by many leaders in the wind power industry wor.ldwide. One issue facing wind
power generation in cold climates is ice accumulation on turbine blades, which is not
only an energy production and efficiency concern, but also a safety issue. This paper
explores various mitigation techniques fol delaying and pleventing ice accumulation on
wind tulbines blades. Filstly, a surface mitigation strategy has been applied to blade
models involving hydrophobic and ice-phobic coatings. Secondly, a thermal mitigation
strategy involving a new composite material has been developed. Subsequently these
mitigation techniques ale combined to for.m a third str.ategy, termed thernface mitigation.
Stationary blade configulations have been expelimentally tested in the University of
Manitoba Icing Tunnel Facility. The results of the mitigation techniques depict icing
plofiles and aerodynamic changes along the blade leading edges during the icing event
and quantify the profile shape extension, ice adhesion force and accumulation amount
over a set period under simulated climatological Glaze and Rime icing conditions.
Results are extended to wind tulbine performance for.estimation of ener.gy production.

Introduction cunently used in the wind turbine
Wind, as an energy l'esource, contains industry, under conditions that simulate
the potential to become an important actual climatological conditions of
contributor to utility and non-utility sevete icing events found in cold
power generation in many regions in climates wher.e wind turbines are
Canada and in cold climates throughout employed, similar. to those nezu St. Leon,
the world. However', due to extrcme in Southern Manitoba, where a lar.ge 99
climatological factors, many Canadian MW wind farm is being developed, in a
wind turbine sites are affected by icing region very well-known for icing events.
ploblems that impact power generation. Wind tur.bines are subjected to
Thus, the potential to halness an rime, glaze or mixed ice accretion
abundant source of wind fol power conditions [1]. In the UMITF, glaze ice
generation is greatly disadvantaged. forms at temperatures just below
Icíng is an issue of intelest to many freezing in air with high liquid water
gloups-from private enelgy companies, content, characteristically between 0.C
to public utilities and landownels. This and -6'C. Rime ice forms in colder
paper discusses the experiments environmental conditions, traditionally
performed in the University of below -10'C, in air of low liquid water.
Manitoba's Icing Tunnel Facility, content, but also forms when sudace
(UMITF), fol the investigation of icing temperatures are below -6oC. In rime
mitigation stmtegies for wind turbines, icing, supercooled water droplets freeze
specific to icing conditions in cold immediately upon impact and form a
climates. Experiments arc performed on low-density icê, whitê and feathery in
aerofoils representative of blades appearance. In glaze icing, pat t of the
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water droplets freeze upon impact and
the remaining water runs along the
sulface before freezing, forming a
smooth lumpy profile shape of high-
density clear ice. Glaze ice is known to
be morc difficult to remove than rime ice
due to its inherent physical properties.

Icins Mitieation Stratesy
Cunent techniques tbr ice shedding from
aerofoil blades are commonly found in
litelature related to aerospace and
ailclaft applications. As Fitt and Pope

[2] indicate these methods include anti-
icing and de-icing techniques ranging
from freezing point deplessants and
surface deformation, to thermal melting.
Reducing the force of ice adhesion from
a suúace is a key point to improving the
ability to shed ice with ease. As
explained by Loughborough [3] of the
B.F. Goodrich Company, the force of
adhesion is approximated to be linear
with temperature, increasing 8.5 lbs per
sq. in (59?6.09 kg/m2) for each degrèe
centigrade decrease in temperatule. The
significance of this value indicates that a
reduction in the adhesion folce of the ice
would greatly implove ice shedding and
the resulting performance of the turbine.
Therefore, a method that reduces the
adhesion force of ice on the surface
would ideally aid in pleventing and
delaying the onset of ice accretion.
Since environmental conscientiousness
is a key factor in the wind turbines
systems, hot oil, chemicals and their
derivative are not viable mítigation
strategies. Fulthermole, the use of
electlical energy may contradict the
purpose of generating electricity, and
must be cautiously implemented.
Thercfore, the initial prefercnce for an
icing mitigation strategy is to implement
a passive mitigation technique, such as a
suface mitigation to implove the
resistance of ice accretion and adhesion
to the aerofoil surface. The corelation
between a high contact angle for dloplets
on a surface and their enhanced ability to

shed from the surface is highly
influenced by the ability of a coaring to
be hydlophobic or ice-phobic [4]. Thus,
the following have been selected for.
expedmentation, for their favourable
chal'acteri stic s in icing conditions:
Wearlon S up er- I cephobi c and Super-
Hydrophobic. The icephobic coating is
designed to pelfolm best in icing
conditions, whereas the hydrophobic
coating is cateled morc towards
rcpelling water droplets [5, 6].
Subsequently, a less-passive mitigation
strategy is be explored. Fol this
experiment it is in the form of a thermal
technique. A highly controllable,
lightweight system, compatible with
modem composite materials has been
adapted as an electro-thermal ice
protection system where heat is
generated at the point of use.
Thermion@ heaters are made from finely
dispersed metal coated carbon fibre
elements that may be integrated into
composite or polymer matedal stluctures
and are ideally suited for leading edge
blade ice protection applications due to
their lightweight and uniform heat
distribution capability, contrary to
traditional wire heaters [7]. The heat
generated by this method is conducted
into the ice-substl'ate inteface, wherc a
thin film of water ís formed. This breaks
the adhesive bond between the ice and
the outer surface so that the ice can be
swept away by aerodynamic forces.
Furthermore, cycling of the heater powel
helps to contlol and reduce energy
requirements [8], suggesting the use of
de-icing regimes to furthel enhance the
effectiveness of the mitigation strategy.
By controlling the duration and timing of
heat application both antiicing and
various de-icing regimes are be
explored.

Finally, the combination of the
surface mitigation with the ther.mal
mitigation, fermed thermface, is
exploled as means of mole controlied-
passive deicing, providing insight to the
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Figufe
tunnel

combined effectiveness of these
mitigation stlategies. The cycling of
power for the electlo-thermal heaters
allows integration with other techniques
to optimize mitigation effofis.

Exneriment Description
Icing expedmentation is performed
usíng the Icing Tunnel Facility located in
the Engineering Complex at the
University of Manitoba, The UMITF
consists of a spray system to emit
droplets into the flow and a refiigeration
system for cooling of the air as shown in
Figure I [9].

l: Top view of spray flow and icing

Experiments arc conducted using
stationary aerolbils placed within an
inner duct (1m') ol the wind tunnel.
Scaled test specimens ale subjected to
cooled airflows containing water
dloplets that are leleased into the flow
strcam from a customized spray bar
located upstream of the aerofoil test
piece. Air atomizing nozzles can
produce a reliable spray pattern with
water mean droplet diameters fanging
from 10-r to 10-'meters. The droplets
tfavel in a trajectory towards the test
specimen, are cooled along the way and
fieeze upon impact with the test
specimen forming different icing
characteristics and shapes, according to
the climatological conditions set for the
conducted experiment.
The test specimen was formed from a
NACA 634421 profile aerofoil with
aluminum frame and fiberglass sheeting.
For this experimental series, six test
pieces with various mitigation strategies
were required to investigate the surface,

thermal and thermface mitigation
strategies. The specimen without a
heater or coating was used as a datum.
The selected coatings were applied to the
aerofoil test specimens using specialized
paint application equipment and
procedures. The icephobic coated
specimen is black, whereas the
hydrophobic coated specimen is white,
and the plain, uncoated specimen is the
odginal fibelglass composite colour,
yellow. A1l thermally mitigated
specimens had two 0.508 x 0.127 m, 12
V / 5 W heaters, each mounted on one of
the leading edge upper and lowel inner
surfaces. All thelmface specimens werc
coated and had heatels. The specimens
are shown in Figure 2 as mounted for
testrng.

Figure 2: Aerofoil test
Icephobic; Plain

The aerofoil test specimens were
mounted at zero angle of attack
downstream of the spray bar'. Firstly, the
surface mitigation technique was
pedormed for the plain, hydro-phobic
and icephobic samples undel both glaze
and rime icing conditions.
Subsequently, the thermal mitigation
strategy was applied. For the thermal
and thelmface mitigation both anti-icing
and de-icing regimes were employed in
both lime and glaze icing conditions.
The anti-icing regime consisted of
applying heat for the complete duration
of the 20 minute test, whereas for the de-
icing regime, heat was applied for only
the second half of the test. The
themface strategy consisted of
implementing the thermal strategy with
the coated specimens.
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Parameter Value
: ' - 

Experjmental equ¡pment conditiong-
Spray bar water now (kg/s) 0.00946
Spray bar water temperature (oC) 1.89
Spray bar alr pressure (Pa) 206,942

, .wi!tq-le!I.9!*!Ye-þÇ!-v.., yr.(t1Ð. ... .. .-- .-r5,.5,
t,:::-:.::':i.:::=tr::'::tT.9ÊËl¡_Bêciúéä..p,Cf¡¡i.e_tal!-:.ì:.,..:...',:,._

Chord length (m) 0.3048
Aerofoll specimen width (m) 0.6350

ôÍ!9le*-oJ$lq!ßl9^Et-ççi) ".. . ,q,00
:,- 

::r.:i 
-::..Wè-et¡,è,i:.@ÈCitjo-4e.f9Í.:s!à-ie i¿insì:=r::

Liquid water content, Lwc (kg/m3) 0,28e-3
Dlameter of droplet, d (m) 0.001
Freestream temperature, Ti (K) 268.0

force to remove the ice from the surface.
The iced LE specimens wel'e collected
and their geometry was measuled. The
specimens werc melted fol a liquid
volume measurement to gauge the
amount of water that had accumulated
along the leading edge.

Results & Discussion
Ice Profile Changes
A visual plofile of ice formation on the
LE surlace, illustlates the varying
amounts of ice accumulation and profile
shapes between sudaces in glaze icing
conditions. The resulting icing profiles
are displayed in Figure 3.

wKg
(a) Plain (b) Icephobic (c) Hydrophobic

Figure 3; Expe¡imental icing pictures ofleading edge
of aerofoil for different coatings

LE Profile Shape Extension
ln comparison of the amount of ice, in
solid state that accumulates at the LE of
an aerofoil, causing an extension in
shape profile, for both icing conditions,
less shape extension occuls in glaze than
in rime ice by 87o. Results indicate that
surface mitigation efforts are only
effective in glaze conditions, in which
the hydrophobic coating reduces shape
extension by 257o and the icephobic
coating by 167o. Evidently the
hydrophobic coating is slightly mole
effective. Surtãce mitigation in rime
conditions is not effective, suggesting
that the rime icing conditions subdue
surface mitigation effolts for reducing
shape extension.

The most effective thermal
mitigation strategy on a plain uncoated
surface, in glaze conditions, is the anti-
icing regime, reducing shape extension
by 297o, whereas the deicing regime

I

0.001
258.0
0.1013
7.97

Free stream pressure, Po (MPa)
Measured local w¡nd velocity, Vw (m/s)

Experimental Parameters
A cooled air-water system was used in
these expedments. Table 1 indicates the
experimental conditions fol the wind
tunnel and splay bar equipment; the
dimensions of the test specimens; and
summadzes the implemented
climatological conditions. The diameter.
of the water droplets and the Liquid
Water Content (LWC) are apploximated.

Table 1: Ðxperlmental PaÌameters

Exoerimental Analvsis
Leading edge (LE) profiles were
compaled among all lesulting test
samples from which ice shape,
symmetry and consistency were
obseryed. A high resolution black-white
digital camela and data acquisition
system was used to collect images of the
side-view aelofoil profile and the ice
Table 1: Experimental PâtaEeteÌs
accrction for test dulation of 20 minutes.
Collected image data was processed
using graphics soltware to determine
changes in ice plofile shape. Following
this test, the shear-adhesion force test
was performed on the LE curued surface
of the aerofoil to detel'mine the required
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does not effectively reduce shape
extension. In rime conditions, shape
extension is not significantly reduced by
either de-icing or anti-icing regimes,
suggesting that the mitigation effo[t does
not have the capacity to be effective in
the given conditions.

The most effective thermface
regime for glaze conditions involves
combining the de-icing legime with the
hydlophobic coating, which leduces
shape extension by 707o. The next best
option is the icephobic coating with the
de-icing regime. In rime conditions, the
best mitigation strategy is to employ the
icephobic coating with the anti-icing
thelmal regime, which has an overall
effectiveness of reducing shape
extension by I2Vo.

Evidently, it is more ditTicult to
contlol profile shape extension in r'.ime

than in glaze conditions, however it is
not impossibie. Both surface and
thermal techniques are independently
effective, and when combined are
substantially more eflective, as is
evident in glaze conditions, and even
slightly in rime conditions. The best
performing mitigation strategies for
controlling profile shape extension are
depicted in Table 2, at the beginning,
mid and end stages of ice accumulation
for the three mitigation strategies in both
glaze and rime icing conditions.

Adhesion Force & Accumulation
The expelimental results collected for
ice adhesion force and the amount of
water accumulation along the leading
edge of the aeroloil fol the vadous
mitigation techniques is contained in
Table 3: Comprehensive Mitigation
Results Summaly.

Adhesion Force
Comparing glaze and rime icing results
indicate that on an uncoated plain
surface, the adhesion folce of glaze ice is
4070 less adhesive than rime ice. The
most effective sulface mitigation in
glaze conditions is the hydrophobic
coating which reduces adhesion force by
9'7 7o. In rime condition, the icephobíc
coating is more effective, r'educing
adhesion by t5Vo. Evidently, in surface
mitigation, the hydrophobic coaring is
most effective in glaze conditions while
the icephobic coating is most effective in

Table 2l Shape Catâlogue Profile
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dme conditions. This can be attributed
to the physical propeÍies of the coatings:
the hydlophobic coating is designed to
be effective by repelling water as in
glaze ice forms, while the icephobic
coating is designed to lepel solid-ice, as
in rime conditions. Thus, the lesults
identify the differences in the suface
strategies and indicate that this
distinction is lelated to the applied
climatological conditions. This validates
the significance and effectiveness of
applying the proper coating in their'
designed-for conditions.

For thermal mitigation, anti-icing
is more effective than the deicing
legime, in both glaze and rime icing
conditions, reducing adhesion 89Va and
46Vo rcspectively. Furthermore, the
results indicate that the glaze responds

Isolating the thermal variable indicates
that fol glaze icing, both anti-icing and
de-icing are 57o more effective when
combined with the icephobic coating and
ale not as effective when combined with
the hydrophobic coating. This may be
attdbuted to the designed-for
performance chalacteristics of the
coatings. Since the experiments are
conducted in icing conditions, the
hydrophobic coating is not operating in
its design-fol conditions, and thus

more effectively than lime to this
thermaÌ mitigation strategy.

For the thermface mitigation. in
both icing conditions, the anti-icing
rcgime with the hydrophobic coating
reducing adhesion by 78Va in glaze and
507o in rime is more effective than the
icephobic coating. In conn"st, for the
deicing regime, the icephobic coating is
mole effective, reducing adhesion by
83Vo in glaze and 46Vo in rime. Overall,
the deicing regime is more effective and
consumes less energy, which is ideal for
energy production systems. However, in
rime conditions, it appears that both anti-
icing and de-icing regimes have similar
effectiveness in reducing adhesion force,
suggesting that either thelmal regime
may be selected to optimize the system
as needed.

appears to be less effective than the
icephobic coating at reducing adhesion
force. For rime icing, on a hydrophobic
sudace, anti-icing is more effective than
deicing, while on an icephobic surface,
deicing is more effective. Furthermore,
isolating the surface variable indicates
that for glaze icing, in both anti-icing
and deicing regimes there is no apparent
adhesion reduction for either coating,
suggesting that coatings may impede ice
removal by preventing heat nansfer by
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conduction to the surface, as a result of
theil inherent thickness.

Thus, in both glaze and rime
conditions the most effective thermface
mitigation strategy is the icephobic
coating in the deicing regime.

Accumulation Amount
In compaúson of the amount of ice, in
liquid state that accumulates along the
LE of an aerofoil fol both icing
conditions, less accumulation exists in
glaze than in rime. The most effective
sulface mitigation in both icing
conditions is the icephobic coating
which reduces accumulation by 57a in
glaze and 23Vo in time. Evidently, these
results arc also dependent on the
conelation of the coatings designed-for
performance characteristics with
climatological conditions; thus, fol the
given icing conditions, the icephobic
coating is expected to, and does, out-
pedorm the hydrophobic coating.

The most effective themal
mitigation stlategy on a plain uncoated
surface, in glaze conditions, is the anti-
icing regime, reducing accumulation by
37%. In rime conditions, accumulation
is not significantly reduced; in fact, the
amount of accumulation appears to
supersede the effectiveness of the
mitigation technique, suggesting that it
does not have the capacity to be
effective in the given conditions.

The most effective thermface
regime for glaze conditions involves
combining the de-icing regime with the
icephobic coating, which rcduces
accumulation 83Va. In rime conditions,
the icephobic coating is effective with
eithel anti-icing or deicing legime,
reducing accumulation 'l8lo and l97o
respectively. The lesser effectiveness of
the mitigation stfategy with the deicing
regime in rime conditions indicates that

the thelmal technique has neally reached
its max capacity of effectiveness, yet the
combination with the surface mitigation
remains more effective than the thelmal
technique alone. In light of energy
consumption, the deicing legime utilizes
less energy and is effective in either
icing condition, suggesting that it is the
preferled legime.

Evidently, both the thermal and
surface mitigation stlategies,
independently, are significantly effective
at reducing accumulation along the
leading edge of an aerofoil. However,
the combined mitigation of the
themface strategy provides the most
substantial reduction in accumulation.
Thus, the recommended mitigation
strategy for leducing accumulation in
either glaze or rime conditions would be
to implement the icephobic coating in
combination with a deicing regime.
Furthermorc, this strategy is effective at
reducing adhesion force as well.

Wind Turbine Performance Measures
Optimized wind turbine performance is
dependent on the lift to dlag latio
crcated by the blades. Ice accumulation
changes the aerodynamic profile shape
of the blade and directly affects the lift,
as well as creates tdggel points fol non-
laminar flow ovet the blade sulface
rcsuiting in less-efficient enetgy capture;
furthermote, ice adds weight to the
aerofoil. With a less-effective lift-to-
drag ratio the turbine is not capable of
efficient wind energy ploduction. As
shown in the shape catalogue summal'y,
the transient change in chord length of
the aerofoil can result in a significant
change in chord length after only a
period of 10 minutes, fol which
aerodynamic blades are not designed.
Additionally, an effective mitigation
strategy, must not consume mote energy



than the system produces. Therefore, an
optimal mitigation stmtegy would best
balance these performance measures.

Conclusion
Wind Energy ploduction in

adverse cold climates can be enhanced
by implementing the presented
mitigation strategies, which significantly
reduce the profile shape extension,
adhesion folce and accumulation amount
of ice on a blade surfäce and influence
the formation of a more symmetric LE
ice profile. It is shown that in glaze or.

rime conditions, the thermface strategy
empioying the de-icing thermal regime
with the icephobic surface coating is the
most effective mitigation for. r.educing
adhesion folce and accumulation
amount; while for reducing shape
extension in glaze conditions the de-
icing regime with the hydrophobic
coating is the most effective and in ¡jme
conditions the icephobic coating with the
anti-icing rcgime.

Fufthermorc, the combination of
mitigation strategies must be carefully
designed so that they are employed in
the climatological conditions best suited
for their use and within theil scope of
capability so that they do not adversely

affect the capabilities of one another-
specifically, in the case of coating
thickness impeding heat transfer by
conduction to the sudace.
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Abstract
Optimized power genelation from available wind resoulces has gained substantial

ínterest by many leaders in the wind power industry worldwide. One issue facing wind
power genelation in cold climates is ice accumulation on turbine blades, which is not
only an energy production and efficiency concern, but also a safety issue. This paper
explorcs various mitigation techniques for delaying and preventing ice accumulation on
wind tulbines blades. Firstly, a surface mitigation str.ategy has been applied to blade
models involving hydrophobic and ice-phobic coarings. Secondly, a thermai mitigation
strategy involving a new composite mateúal has been developed. Subsequently these
mitigation techniques are combined to form a third strategy, termed thermface mitigation.
Stationafy blade configurations have been experimentally tested in the Univer.sity of
Manitoba Icing Tunnel Facility. The results of the mitigation techniques depict icing
profiles and aelodynamic changes along the blade leading edges during the icing event
and quantify ice adhesion force, accumulation amount and r.ate of accumulation over a set
period undel simulated climatological Glaze and Rime icing conditions. Results are
extended to wind turbine performance for estimation of energy production.

Introduction
Wind, as an energy resoul'ce, contains
the potential to become an important
contributor to utility and non-utility
power genemtion in many regions in
Canada and in cold climates throughout
the world. HoweveL, due to extreme
climatological factors, many Canadian
wind tulbine sites are affected by icing
problems that impact power generation.
Thus, the potential to harness an
abundant source of wind for powel
generation is greatly disadvantaged.
Icing is an issue of intelest to many
groups-from private energy companies,
to public utilities and landowners. This
papel discusses the expedments
perfolmed in the University of
Manitoba's Icing Tunnel Facility,
(UMITF), for the investigation of icing
mitigation stlategies for wind turbines in
cold climates. Experiments are
pefolmed on aerofoils rcpresentative of
blades currently used in the wind tulbine

industry, under simulated climatological
conditions for severe icing events found
in cold climates where wind tulbines arc
commonly employed. Of particular
intercst is the 99.9 MW wind farm in St.
Leon, Manitoba, which has been
developed in a legion vely well-known
fol icing events.

Wind tulbines are subjected to
lime, glaze or mixed ice accretion
conditions [1]. In the UMITF, glaze ice
tbrms at tempeÌatu|es just below
frcezing in air with high liquid water
content, characteristically between 0'C
and -6'C. Rime ice forms in colder
environmental conditions, traditionally
below - 10'C, in air of low liquid water.
content, but also forms when sudace
temperatures arc below -6"C. In rime
icing, supercooled water droplets fieeze
immediately upon impact and tblm a
low-density ice, white and feathery in
appearance. In glaze icing, part of the
water droplets fi'eeze upon impact and
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the remaining water runs along the
surface beforc freezing, forming a
smooth lumpy profile shape of high-
density clear ice.

Icine Mitisation Stratesv
Cunent techniques for ice shedding from
aerofoil blades are commonly found in
literature related to aerospace and
aircraft applications. As Fitt and Pope
[2] indicate these methods include anti-
icing and de-icing techniques ranging
from freezing point depressants and
surface deformation, to thermal melting.
Reducing the force of ice adhesion fi'om
a sulface is a key point to improving the
ability to shed ice with ease. As
explained by Loughborough [3] of the
B.F. Goodrich Company, the force of
adhesion is approximated to be linear.
with tempelature, inc.reasing 8.5 lbs per
sq. in (5976.09 kg/m') for each degree
centigrade decrease in tempelature. The
significance of this value indicates that a
reduction in the adhesion force of the ice
would greatly implove ice shedding and
the rcsulting performance of the turbine.
Thelefore, a method that reduces the
adhesion force of ice on the surface
would ideally aid in preventing and
delaying the onset of ice accletion.
Since envilonmental conscientiousness
is a key factor in the wind tulbines
systems, hot oil, chemicals and their
delivative are not viable mitigation
strategies. Fulthermore, the use of
electrical energy may contradict the
purpose of generating eiectricity, and
must be cautiously implemented.
Thercfole, the initial prefercnce for an
icing mitigation sttategy is to implement
a passive mitigation technique, such as a
sudace mitigation to improve the
resistance of ice accrction and adhesion
to the aerofoil surface. The correlation
between a high contact angle for droplets
on a surface and their enhanced ability to
shed from the surface is highly
influenced by the ability of a coating to
be hydrophobic or ice-phobic [4]. Thus,

the following have been selected for
experimentation, fol their favourable
characteristics in icing conditions:
Wearlon S up er- I ce ph obi c and Sup er-
Hydrophobic. The icephobic coating is
designed to perform best in icing
conditions,'rr'hereas the hydrophobic
coating is catered more towards
repelling watel dloplets [5, 6].
Subsequently, a less-passive mitigation
strategy can be explored. For this
experiment, a thermal technique is
selected. A highly contlollable,
lightweight systemr compatible with
modem composite matelials has been
adapted as an electro-thelmal ice
plotection system where heat is
generated at the point of use.
Thelmion@ heatels arc made from finely
dispersed metal coated catbon fibre
elements that may be integrated into
composite or polymer matedal structures
and are ideally suited fol leading edge
blade ice plotection applications due to
their lightweight and uniform heat
disnibution capability, contrary to
traditional wire heaters [7]. The heat
generated by this method is conducted
into the ice-substrate intedace, wherc a
thin film of water is formed. This breaks
the adhesive bond between the ice and
the outer suface so that the ice can be
swept away by aerodynamic forces.
Fulthermore, cycling of the heater power
helps to control and reduce energy
requirements [8], suggesting the use of
vadous thermal regimes to further
enhance the effectiveness of the
mitigation strategy. By controlling the
duration and timing of heat application
both anti-icing and various de-icing
regimes can be explored.

Finally, the combination of the
surface mitigation with the thermal
mitigation, termeÅ thermface, is
exploled as means of morc controlled-
passive deicing technique, providing
insight to the combined effectiveness of
these mitigation strategies. The cycling
of power for the electro-thermal heaters
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allows integration with other techniques
to optimize mitigation effolts.

Experiment Description
Icing experimentation is pedormed in
the Icing Tunnel Facility located in the
Engineering Complex at the University
of Manitoba. The UMITF consists of a
spray system to emit dloplets into the
flow and a refrigeration system for
cooling of the air as shown in Figure 1

Figue 1: Top view of spray flow and icing
tunnel

Expedments are conducted using
stationary aerofoils placed within an
inner cluct (tm2) oI the wind tunnel.
Scaled test specimens are subjected to
cooled airflows containing water
droplets that ale released into the flow
strcam from a customized spray bar
located upstre¿Ìm of the aerofoil test
piece. Air atomizing nozzles can
ploduce a reliable spray pattern with
water mean droplet diameters ranging
from l0-'to l0-'meters, The droplets
travel in a trajectoÌy towards the test
specimen, are cooled along the way and
fieeze upon impact with the test
specimen forming dil'ferent icing
characteristics and shapes, according to
the climatological conditions set for the
conducted experiment.
The test specimen is in the forms of a
NACA 634421 profile aerofoil with
aluminum frame and fiberglass sheeting.
For this experimental series, six test
pieces with various mitigation strategies
were rcquired to investigate the surface,
thelmal and thermface mitigation
strategies. The specimen without a
heater or coating was used as a datum.

The selected coatings were applied to the
aelofoil test specimens using specialized
paint application equipment and
procedures. The icephobic coated
specimen is black, whereas the
hydlophobic coated specimen is white,
and the plain, uncoated specimen is the
original fiberglass composite colour,
yellow. All thermally mitigated
specimens had two 0.508 x 0.12'7 m, 12
V / 5 W heaters, mounted on each of the
uppel and lower leading edge sudaces.
All thermface specimens contained both
coatings and heaters. The specimens ar.e

sho\.vn in Figure 2 as mounted fol

Figure 2: Hydrophobic;
Icephobic;Plain

The aerofoil test specimens were
mounted at zero angle of attack
downstream ofthe spray bat. Firstly, the
surface mitigation technique was
performed fol the plain, hydrophobic
and icephobic samples under both glaze
and rime icing conditions.
Subsequently, rhe thermal mitigation
strategy was applied. For the thermal
and thermface mitigation both anti-icing
and de-icing legimes wele employed in
both rime and glaze icing conditions.
The anti-icing regime consisted of
applying heat for the complete dur.ation
of the 20 minute test, whereas for. the de-
icing legime, heat was applied for. only
the second half of the test. The
themface sttategy consisted of
implementing the thermal str.ategy with
the coated specimens.

Exnerimental Parameters
A cooled air-water system was used in
these experiments. Table I indicates the
experimental conditions for the wind
tunnei and spray bar equipment; the
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dimensions of the test specimens; and
summarizes the implemented

Parameter
.=r:=:=:.ÉiÈ-Í!rrnì¡tãi¡äù¡t¡ú ."ó¡dii¡¡-n;
Spray bar water flow (kg/s)
Spray ba¡ water temperature (oC)
Spray bar ah pressure (Pa)

ryllq t!Ì-¡t!-el $!.v91q9¡!y-, yr (H?)
Test specimen þarameters

Chord length (m)
Aerofoil specimen width (m)

4.!1g!9..o{ 9!lt9k (d-e.s-r9€-s)

Weåther condìliotrsfor glaze icing
Liquid rvater content, LWC (ke/mr)
Diameter of droplet, d (m)
Freesheam temperature, I (K)
Freestream pressu¡e, P. (MPa)

.M.9ë.qre4.lgiql.yl¡Ê-_v!!orityJ.v-w_ItrìlÐ.,,.i ::::.,,,-:,:.,1W_el-!!ç-t ¡¡¡!!!tldnd'fô¡.i-iné. j¿!-ng ::
Liquid water content, LWC Gg/n3)
Diameter of droplet, d (m)
Free stream temperature, 1 (K)
Free skeam pressure, Pô (MPa)
Measured local wind velocity, V" (n/s)
Table 1r Ðxperimental Paramelers

Results & Discussion
Ice Profile Changes

i A visual profile of ice formation on the
LE surface, illustrates the varying
amounts of ice accumulation and
profile shapes between surfaces inì glaze icing conditions. The resulting
icing profiles are displayed ín Figure 3.

Figure 3: Experimental icing pictuJes of leading
edge of aerofoil for different coatings

Adhesion Force & Accumulation
The expelimental results collected for.
ice adhesion force and the amount of
watel' accumulation along the leading
edge of the aerofoil for the various
mitigation techniques are contained in
Figures 4 and 5.

Adhesion Force
Comparing glaze and dme icing results
indicate that on an uncoated plain
sulface, the adhesion force of glaze ice is
607o less adhesive than rime ice. The
most effective sulface mitigation in
glaze conditions is the hydrophobic
coating which reduces adhesion force by
70Va. In rime condition, the icephobic
coating is more efl.ective, r'educing
adhesion by 267o. Evidently, in surface
mitigation, the hydrophobic coating is
most effective in glaze conditions while
the icephobic coating is most effective in
rime conditions. This can be attributed
to the physical ptoperties of the coatings:
the hydrophobic coating is designed to
be effective by repelling water as in
glaze ice forms, while the icephobic
coating is designed to repel solid-ice, as
in rime conditions. Thus, the results
identify the differences in the surface
strategies and indicate that this

w@E
(a) Plain (b) Icephobic (c) Hydrophobic

va!qc

o.oog¿È
1.89

206,842
15.5

::':.i:. .i: r:ir:-:i .:

0.3048
0.6350

0_00

0.28e-3
0.001
268.0

0.1013
7.3'l

0.28e-3
0.001
258.0

0.1013
7.97

climatological conditions. The diameter
of the water droplets and the Liquid
Water Content (LWC) are approximated.

Exnerimental Analvsis
Leading edge (LE) profiles wele
compared among all resulting test
samples fì'om which ice shape,
symmetry and consistency wefe
observed. A high lesolution black-white
digital camera and data acquisition
system was used to collect images of the
side-view aerofoil profile and the ice
accretion for test duration of 20 minutes.
Collected image data was processed
using graphics software to detelmine
changes in ice profile shape and
accumulation rate. Following this test,
the shear-adhesion force test was
performed on the LE curved suface of
the aerofoil to detelmine the required
force to remove the ice from the surface.
The iced LE specimens werc collected
and their geometly was measured. The
specimens were melted for a liquid
volume measulement to gauge the
amount of water that had accumulated
along the leadíng edge.
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distinction is related to the applied
climatological conditions. This validates
the significance and effectiveness of

Fol thelmal mitigation, anti-icing
is morc effective than the deicing
regime, in both glaze and r.ime icing
conditions, reducing adhesion '117o and
47Vo respectiv ely. Furthermore, the
rcsults indicate that the glaze rcsponds
morc effectively than rime to this
thermal mitigation strategy.

Fol the thermface mitigation, in
both icing conditions, the de-icing
rcgime is more effective than the anti-
icing regime. In glaze conditions it
peforms equally well among the
icephobic and hydrophobic coatings,
reducing adhesion by 807o; whereas in
rime conditions, it is best paired with the
icephobic coating, reducing adhesion by
637o. Furthelmore, the deicing regime
also consumes less energy, which is
ideal for energy production systems.
Isolating the thermal variable indicates
that fol glaze icing, the thermal r.egimes
ale not solitarily effective at reducing
adhesion force, and ale thus most
effective when paired with a secondar.y
mitigation strategy. Futhermore,
isolating the surface variable indicates
that for glaze icing, there is no apparent
adhesion rcduction fol either. coating
with the anti-icing regime, suggesting a
supplementaly result that the coatings
may impede ice removal by preventing
conductive heat transfer to the surface,
as a lesult of their inherent thickness.

Thus, in both glaze and rime
conditions the lecommended strategy

applying the proper coating in their.
designed-for conditions.

Figure 5; Perc€ntage Reduction in Accumulation

would be to employ the thermface
mitigation technique with the icephobic
coating in the deicing regime.

Accumulation Amount
In comparison of the amount of ice, in
liquid state that accumulates along the
LE of an aerofoil for both icing
conditions, thele is 147o less
accumulation in glaze than in rime. The
most effective surface mitigation in
glaze icing is the icephobic coating,
reducing accumulation by 297o, and in
rime is the hydrophobic coating reducing
accumulation 397o.

The most effective thermal
mitigation strategy on a plain uncoated
surface, in glaze conditions, is the anti-
icing regime, reducing accumulation by
347a. In rime conditions, accumulation
is not significantly reduced; in fact, only
the anti-icing regime reduces
accumulation by 87o, whereas for
deicing, the amount of accumulation
appears to supersede the effectiveness of
the mitigation technique, suggesting that
it does not have the capacity to be
effective in the given conditions.

The most effective thermface
rcgime for glaze conditions involves
combining the de-icing regime with the
icephobic coating, which reduces
accumulation 63Va. ln rime conditions,
the only effective solution is the
icephobic coating with the anti-icing
rcgime, reducing accumulation 48%.
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The inability of the mitigation strategy to
be effective with the de-icing regime in
dme conditions indicates that the
thermal technique has neally reached its
max capacity of effectiveness, yet the
combination with the surface mitigation
remains more efl'ective than the thermal
technique alone. ln light of energy
consumption, the deicing regime utilizes
less energy, however it is limited in
effectiveness of reducing accumulation
in lime conditions, despite being the
preferred regime.
Evidently, both the thermal and surface
mitigation strategies, independently, are
significantly eflective at reducing
accumulation along the leading edge of
an aerofoil. However, the combined
mitigation of the thermface stlategy
provides the most substantial reduction
in accumulation. Thus, the
recommended mitigation stlategy tbr'
reducing accumulation in eithel glaze or
rime conditions would be to implement
the icephobic coating in combination
with a deicing regime, but with attention
to enhanced thermal duration as needed
in lime conditions due to the limitation
of de-icing to effectively reduce
accumulation. Furthermorc, this strategy
is effective at leducing adhesion folce as

well.

Rate of Ice Accumulation
The experimental results collected for
ice accumulation rate for various
mitigation techniques are contained in
Figures 6.

Comparing the rate of
accumulation between glaze and rime
icing conditions, it has been found that
on an uncoated plain sudace, glaze ice
accumulates at a lrate oî sEo less than
rime. When sulface mitigation is used,
the late of ice accumulations on a wind
tulbine blade is more effectively

reduced. By employing the icephobic
coating, icing accumulation late (IAR) is
52Vo less in glaze than in rime, while
using the hydrophobic coating IAR is
80Vo in glaze than in rime.

Comparing the surface mitigation
techniques, in glaze conditions, the IAR
is reduced by l27a wíth the icephobic
coating and I87o by the hydrophobic
coating. In rime conditions, surface
mitigation does not effectively leduce
IAR, suggesting that the mitigation
strategy has leached its maximum
capacity for the given climatological
conditions.

In compadson of the thermal
mitigation techniques, fol glaze
conditions, the anti-icing regime
effectively reduces IARby 247o,
whereas the deicing regime is ineffective
tbr reducing IAR. In rime conditions,
neither thermal mitigation regime
effectively reduces IAR suggesting that
the technique has reached its maximum
capacity to be effective in the given
conditions.

The thermface strategy
employing the hydrophobic coating with
the deicing regime reduces I'4.R by 72%
in glaze conditions and is the only
thermface strategy to perform
effectively. In rime conditions, not one
mitigation stlategy ovefall indicates a
reduction in lAR. Isolating individual
variables for further insight to these
results indicates that the icephobic
coating with anti-icing provides a
rcduction in IAR when compared to both
surface and thermal mitigations
individually. This thermface technique
effectively reduces IAR by 20Vo over
surface mitigation alone and l47o over
anti-icing thermal mitigation alone;
thereby suggesting that it would be the
most effective mitigation strategy in
rime conditions fol controlling IAR.
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Abstract
Wind, as a potential rcsource for altemative energy and power. generation has gained
substantial interest wolldwide. optimization of wind generation systems is a key factor
to establish this resource as an economic means for power generation. With a great
amount of untapped wind resoulces in cold climates there is immense potential that is
hindered by the uncertainty of the characterjstics of the extreme climatological
conditions. one issue facing the optimization of wind power generation in cold climates
is ice accumulation on turbine blades, which is not only an energy production and
efficiency concern, but also a safety issue. This papel exploles mitigation techniques
employed to prevent ol delay ice accumulation on wind tulbines blades in an effoit to
enhance the understanding of the icing charactefistics and the means to optimize wind
turbine systems in extreme conditions. Mitigation strategies involve surface, thermal
and, the newiy developed, tlænnface techniques in both anti-icing and de-icing regimes
for both glaze and rime icing conditions. Experiments are conducted on stationart blade
configurations in the state-of--the-ar1 university of Manitoba Icing Tunnel Facility. The
results of the mitigation techniques depict icing plofiles and aerodynamic changes along
the blade leading edge during the ici-ng event and quantify the ice accumulation rate ovðr
a set period under simulated climatological icing conditions. Results arc extended to an
interpretive Mirrg ation Forecasting Tool, pnor, during and after an icing event.

Introduction
Wind, as an energy resource, contains
the potential to become an impoftant
contributor to utility and non-utility
power generation in many regions in
Canada and in cold climates throughout
the world. Howevet, due to extrcme
climatological factols, many Canadian
wind turbine sites are affected by icing
problems that impact power generation.
Thus, the potential to harness an
abundant source of wind for powel
generation is greatly disadvantaged.
Icing is an issue of interest to many
groups-from private energy companies,
to public utilities and landowners. This
paper discusses the experiments
peúormed in the University of
Manitoba's Icing Tunnel Facility,

(UMITF), for the investigation of icing
mitigation strategies for wind turbines in
cold climates. Expedments ar€
performed on aerofoils reprcsentative of
blades currently used in the wind turbine
industry, under simulated climatological
conditions for sevele icing events found
in cold climates where wind turbines are
commonly employed. Of palticular.
interest is the 99.9 MW wind farm in St.
Leon, Manitoba, which has been
developed in a rcgion very well-known
for icing events.

Wind turbines are subjected to
rime, glaze or mixed ice accretion
conditions [1]. h the UMITF, glaze ice
forms at tempelatures just below
freezing in air with high liquid water
content, characteristically between 0'C
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and -6'C. Rime ice forms in colder
environmental conditions, traditionally
below -10'C, in air of low liquid water
content, but also forms when suface
temperatures are below -6'C. ln rime
icing, supelcooled water droplets fieeze
immediately upon impact and form a
low-density ice, white and feathery in
appearance. In glaze icing, part of the
water droplets freeze upon impact and
the lemaining water runs along the
surface before fieezing, forming a
smooth lumpy profile shape of high-
density cleal ice.

Wind Turbine Performance Measures
Optimized aerodynamic pelformance is
dependent on the blade lift to drag ratio
[2]. Ice accumulation changes the wind
tulbine blade aelodynamic profile shape
and dilectly affects the lift, as well as

creates tdgger points for non-laminar
flow over the blade surface resulting in
less-etÏcient energy capture;
furthermore, ice adds weight to the
aerofoil [3]. With a less-effective lift-to-
drag ratio the turbine is not capable of
efficient wind energy production. As
shown in changes of ice plofile shapes

[4], the transient change in chord length
of the aerofoil due to ice accumulation
can result in a significant extension in
chord after only a period of l0 minutes,
for which the aerodynamic blades are
not designed. Additionally, an etïective
mitigation strategy, must not consume
mole energy than the system produces.
Thelefore, an optimal mitigation stl.ategy
would best balance these performance
measures.

Icine Mitisation Stratesv
Current techniques fol ice shedding from
aerofoil blades are commonly found in
litelature related to aerospace and
airclaft applications. As Fitt and Pope

[5] indicate these methods include anti-
icing and de-icing techniques ranging
flom freezing point depressants and
surface deformation, to thermal melting.
Reducing the tbrce of ice adhesion from
a surface is a key point to improving the
ability to shed ice with ease. As
explained by Loughborough [6] of the
B.F. Goodrich Company, the force of
adhesion is approximated to be linear
with temperature, inc^reasing 8.5 lbs per
sq. in (5976.09 kg/m') for each degree
centigrade declease in tempelature, The
significance of this value indicates that a
reduction in the adhesion folce of the ice
would greatly implove ice shedding and
the resulting perfolmance of the turbine.
Therefore, a method that reduces the
adhesion force of ice on the surface
would ideally aid in preventing and
delaying the onset of ice accretion.
Since environmental conscientiousness
is a key factor in the wind tulbines
systems, hot oil, chemicals and their.
derivative are not viable mitigation
strategies, Fulthermole, the use of
electrical enelgy may contladict the
purpose of generating electricity, and
must be cautiously implemented.
Therefore, the initial prcference for an
icing mitigation strategy is to implement
a passive mitigation technique, such as a
sudace mitigation to implove the
resistance of ice accretion and adhesion
to the aelofoil surface. The co[elation
between a high contact angle for droplets
on a surface and their enhanced ability to
shed from the surface is highly
influenced by the ability of a coating to
be hydrophobic ol ice-phobic [7]. Thus,
the following have been selected tbr
expedmentation, fol their favourable
chalacteristics in icing conditions:
Weallon S upe r- I cephobic and Sup e r-
Hydrophobic. The icephobic coaring is
designed to perform best in icing



conditions, wheleas the hydrophobic
coating is cateled towards repelling
water droplets [7, 8].

Subsequently, a less-passive
mitigation strategy is explored. For this
experiment. a thelmal technique is

selected. A highly controllable,
lightweight system, comparible with
modern composite materials has been
adapted as an electlo-thermal ice
protection system where heat is
generated at the point of use.
Thermion@ heaters are made fiom finely
dispelsed metal coated carbon fibre
elements that may be integrated into
composite or polymer matertal structurcs
and are ideaìly suited for leading edge
blade ice protection applications due to
their lightweight and uniform heat
distlibution capability, contrary to
tmditional wirc heaters [9]. The heat
generated by this method is conducted
into the ice-substlate inteface, where a
thin film of water is formed. This breaks
the adhesive bond between the ice and
the outer sur{ace so that the ice can be
swept away by aerodynamic forces.
Fufthermore, cycling of the heater power
helps to control and reduce energy
lequirements [10], suggesting the use of
vadous thelmal regimes to further
enhance the effectiveness of the
mitigation strategy. By controlling the
dulation and timing of heat application
both anti-icing and vaúous de-icing
regimes can be explored.

Finally, the combination of the
surface mitigation with the thermal
mitigation, termed tlzermface, is
explored as means of more controlled-
passive deicing technique, providing
insight to the combined effectiveness of
these mitigation strategies. The cycling
of power for the electro-thermal heaters
allows integlation with other techniques
to optimize mitigation efforts.

Exneriment Descrintion
Icing experimentation is performed in
the Icing Tunnel Facility located in the
Engineering Complex at the Univetsity
of Manitoba. The UMITF consists of a
spray system to emit droplets into the
flow and a refrigeration system for.
cooling of the air as shown in Figure 1

Figure l: Top view of spray flow and icing
fünnel

Expeliments are conducted using
stationary aelofoils placed within an
innel duc( (l m') of the wind tunnel.
Scaled test specimens are subjected to
cooled airflows containing water
dloplets that are released into the flow
stream from a customized spray bar
located upstream of the aen¡foil test
piece. Air atomizing nozzles can
ploduce a reliable spÍay pattem with
water mean dr:oplet diameters langing
fi'om 10-' to 10-5 meters. The droplets
travel in a trajectory towards the test
specimen, are cooled along the way and
fieeze upon impact \¡/ith the test
specimen forming different icing
characteristics and shapes, according to
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